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‘They’re
not all
like that’

Class
sizes in
review
shelby blackley
campus news editor

Wilfrid Laurier University’s enrolment on the Waterloo campus for
2014-15 is expected to be down an
estimate of 250 students, with the
official enrolment numbers to be
released on Nov. 1. As school is now
a few weeks into the term, students
will have noticed if this has had
an impact on their experience at
Laurier.
Ruth MacNeil, acting university
registrar, said the decrease in enrolment is not a large enough number
to come into play for classroom sizes,
continuing that most of the impact is
at the first-year level.
“There’s always going to be some
attrition — students decide they’re
not going to come back after firstyear or decide to graduate early and
don’t go into fourth-year.”
Accordingly, if students going
from first-year into second-year

marissa evans
senior news editor

ies in classes, MacNeil said, could
be attributed to students’ decisions
when it comes to course selection.
Programs such as English have a
diverse range of courses students can
take to fulfill their requirements.
“It’s up to the student to register
for the course. So if you [like a certain course] but it doesn’t fit in your
schedule ... then that comes into
play as well. It’s all about freedom of

Kelly Miller was woken up at 6 a.m.
on Saturday to the sound of a student
across the street throwing objects
— including an axe — at a tree to try
and get a wasp nest down. This is not
the first time the Millers have had
problems with the students living in
their neighbourhood.
Miller explained that she has
been living in the neighbourhood
between Regina Street and Weber
Street around Marshall Street for the
past eight years. Over the years, the
student population in the area has
been growing.
“We don’t mind so much,” Miller
said, referring to the parties that take
place.
“It’s when the parties get to —
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notice a difference in their class sizes
this might not necessarily be due to
the enrolment gap, but rather is a
regular occurrence.
MacNeil explained that most of
Laurier’s upper-year courses are
between 30–60 students, which is
normal for university.
According to a 2012-13 table from
the Ontario Universities’ Application
Centre that outlines the class sizes by
year level, the majority of second and
third-year classes at Laurier were

between 30–60 students and 61–100
students. In second-year, 38 per cent
of classes were between 30–60 students, and only .9 per cent of classes
were over 251 students.
In third-year, 56.5 per cent of
classes were between 30–60 students, and there were no classes with
over 251 students.
MacNeil said the 2012 numbers
and the current numbers haven’t
seen much variance.
A decrease in the amount of bod-

We went on a quest for the perfect
poutine so you don’t have to
Arts & Life, page 16
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photo of the week

Do you utilize the
campus bars?

“Yeah of course.”
–Vinay Patel, third-year
business

“Yes, once a month. I
like getting drunk.”

kha vo/lead photographer

Two McMaster soccer players react to the Wilfrid Laurier University Golden Hawk’s fifth goal on Saturday, Sept. 20. The final score of the game was 5-0.

–Rob Iaboni, fourth-year
biology

“I do every couple of
weeks.”
–Katie Goodfellow,
third-year business

“Yes, the Turret. I don’t
go to Wilfs very often.”
–Chris Chekay, fourthyear health science

“I’ve been to the Turret
once.”
–Eleni Kolovos, secondyear math and business
Compiled by Josh Peters
Photos by Kha Vo
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Colophon
The Cord is the official student
newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially independent newspaper
published by Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications,
Waterloo, a corporation without
share capital. WLUSP is governed by its board of directors.
Opinions expressed within
The Cord are those of the author
and do not necessarily refl ect
those of the editorial board, The
Cord, WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb
Printing Inc. All content appearing in The Cord bears the
copyright expressly of their
creator(s) and may not be used
without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac
OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are
used for principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any

unsatisfi ed complaints can
be sent to the council at info@
ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for
a normal Wednesday issue
is 6,000 copies and enjoys a
readership of over 10,000. Cord
subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within
Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE
The Cord will keep faith with
its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions
comprehensively, accurately
and fairly. The Cord believes
in a balanced and impartial
presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all
substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall
uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of journalism.
When an error of omission or of
commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged

promptly. When statements
are made that are critical of an
individual, or an organization,
we shall give those affected
the opportunity to reply at the
earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts
of interest and the appearance
of conflicts of interest will be
avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will
attempt to cover its world with a
special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community
of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with
a special ear to the concerns of
the students of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation
to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This
obligation is best fulfilled when
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper, and through
The Cord’s contact with the

student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear
of neither repercussions, nor
retaliation. The purpose of the
student press is to act as an
agent of social awareness, and
so shall conduct the affairs of
our newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“I wonder how many drugs
he’s on.”
-Campus News Editor
Shelby Blackley re: a certain
office visitor
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Professors predict ‘digital detox’
Social media will reach a saturation point where people will move away from popular platforms
daina goldfinger
lead reporter

While there has been a consistent increase in social media and technology in today’s society, some Wilfrid
Laurier University professors believe
it has reached a point of saturation in
people’s daily lives. Consequently, it
will begin to be more closely monitored by users.
Both Lewis Kaye, a communication studies professor, and Christian
Jordan, an associate professor of
psychology, believe that social media
has reached a point where it has
become so integrated in everyday life
that people are becoming increasingly more aware of their technological practices.
“It seems like social media is
an omnipresent part of people’s
lives,” said Kaye. “There is this sort
of diffuse sense of connectivity that
people have with each other that it
has been really difficult to kind of get
people to put it aside for an hour or
two.”
For Victoria Gee, a fourth-year
communication studies student at
Laurier, connectivity through social
media is a very important part of her
everyday life.
“I wouldn’t even be able to separate myself from social media. Except
from sleep and class, I would say I’m
always staying connected,” she said.
Jordan explained that there are a
number of generational trends that
are apparent in psychology with
regards to university-aged students.
According to Jordan, these trends are
ones that could possibly be correlat-

change within the classroom over
the last two to three years. While it
used to be that 95 per cent of students in his classrooms were using
their laptops, this has now begun to
change. Now more students are using pen and paper to take their notes.
“I think people are getting more
comfortable with putting their
phones away, putting their laptops
away,” Kaye said.

He believes that this particular
trend is correlated with the saturation of technology and that people
are organically beginning to compartmentalize technology to do a
minor “digital detox.”
“By always being connected we
feel as if we are being productive
since we have so much on the fly, but
we’re dividing our efforts too much,”
said Gee. “We have too much going
on and we can’t concentrate on what
is happening in the moment. We
can’t disconnect.”
Kaye continued that social media
functionality is built into almost
every online platform that people are
associated with.
While individuals sign up for a
plethora of online accounts, they
are beginning to cut back and focus
their attention on only a couple of
platforms. This is simply due to the
fact that it is quite time-consuming
to maintain numerous accounts on a
daily basis.
Additionally, Jordan speculated
that future generations’ narcissism
will decline due to the technological
saturation that is presently occurring.
“My guess is we have sort of
elevated levels at the moment. They
will probably stabilize,” said Jordan.
“There seems to be more trends now
for people to get away from technology and start interacting face-to-face,
that sort of thing.”
“I think that the question going
forward isn’t how much it is going
to continue to influence, it is how
people are going to start stepping
back from it,” said Kaye.

manage stress.
Last year, the Local Health
Integration Network Waterloo-Wellington gave the program a funding
enhancement of $50,000 to do a
group intervention specifically for
this demographic.
This fall, they received another
$200,000 from LHIN WaterlooWellington to look into working with
Conestoga College and the University of Guelph and are looking at
developing a group for high school
students.
“This is a community need that
we’re trying to provide in the universities and colleges,” said Strong.

According to Samantha Deeming, vice-president of finance and
administration for the Wilfrid
Laurier University Students’ Union,
intake for the program can be done
through the Here 24/7 helpline as
well as through the Self Help Alliance
website.
“From the Students’ Union, we’re
really focusing on being able to
provide a better mental health support to all the students on campus,”
she said.
If the program is a success, Laurier
will potentially add more groups.
“It’s going to do wonders for our
students,” Deeming concluded.

joshua awolade/graphics editor

ed with an increase in technology.
The main trends that have been
reported to have increased are
ones of narcissism, independence
and many self-interested traits and
behaviours, along with a decrease in
empathy and behaviours that connect individuals.
Jordan also spoke about the
distraction of technology within
classrooms.

Within the last couple of years,
research has been conducted and
widely publicized stating that individuals who take notes on laptops
within the classroom get poorer
results on tests than individuals who
use a pen and paper. This, however,
could be for a number of reasons,
such as distraction or poor organization.
Kaye stated that he has noticed a

mental health

Initiative for safer living
kaitlyn severin
lead reporter

A new initiative at Wilfrid Laurier
University called Skills for Safer Living is helping students who have experienced depression and thoughts
of suicide.
Allan Strong, the team leader for
Skills for Safer Living and the Centre
for Excellence in Peer Support, said
the initiative is a 20-week intervention program, starting Sept. 30, that
tries to reduce suicide-related behaviour in individuals.
“We’re really looking at trying to
provide the same strategies and skills
to help people stay safe, hopefully to
engage in supports of the community
and develop the strategies so they
don’t have to engage in the behaviours either at all or as frequently,”
he said.
The Skills for Safer Living’s intervention program currently happens
in Toronto, Vancouver and Waterloo,
but Waterloo is the only program
funded on an ongoing basis, and
Laurier is the first university in
Canada to have an on-campus suicide intervention program.
According to Strong, around 42
people each year die by suicide in
Waterloo Region. Police services in
2010 to 2011 received 1,200 suicide
attempts and the Distress Centre
handles almost 12,000 calls a year
for people experiencing distress —
including students.
Strong works with the Kitchener
Self Help Alliance, a peer organization that is run by the Canadian
Mental Health Association. In 2009,

“This is a community need
that we’re trying to provide
in the universities and colleges.”

-Allan Strong, team leader for Skills for
Safer Living

they lost several members to suicide
in a six-month period. One of the
individuals had made five previous
attempts.
“We recognized that there wasn’t
anything in the community that
specifically addresses the needs for
individuals who make several attempts,” said Strong.
After the death of this individual,
Self Help Alliance talked to Yvonne
Bergmans, a suicide intervention
consultant at St. Michael’s Hospital
in Toronto, and Paul Links, former St.
Mike’s deputy chief of psychiatry.
The two had developed a group
called Psychosocial Intervention for
Repeat Suicide Attempters. Self Help
Alliance was interested in bringing the intervention program to the
community, but changed the name
to Skills for Safer Living.
“Because really the focus of the
group is for people to develop the
skills to stay safe, because these are
folks who’ve made several attempts
to die by suicide,” said Strong.
In fall 2010, the Self Help Alliance
received funding from the Mental

Health Foundation of Canada Post.
That November, they started their
first group in Kitchener where they
had funding for two intervention
groups.
In summer 2011, they received a
second grant from Canada Post to
organize two groups in Cambridge
and by November 2011 they received
permanent funding to run the group
on an ongoing basis.
Right now, the organization is
concluding their 14th group.
According to Strong, there is an
average of seven suicide attempts
per person in the groups. The lowest
average for the participants is one
or two.
“Really, the focus of the group is
to decrease the intensity, frequency
and duration of the suicide-related
behaviour. We realize we’re never
going to get rid of it, but we want to
provide opportunities for people essentially to help develop strategies to
stay safe,” Strong explained.
The intervention program at Laurier is 90 minutes per week.
There will also be continued support for students who have finished
the program.
The capacity for the program is
12, and thus far seven students have
signed up.
Last summer, Skills for Safer Living
had a pilot group to focus on the
needs of people between the ages of
16 and 24, as suicide is the secondleading cause of death in that age
range.
The group looked at the context
for people who come to a postsecondary institution and how they

joshua awolade/graphics editor
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class material

ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Professors try to integrate their textbooks and manuals into the learning material for students throughout the year. However, students spend a lot and claim to use it sparingly in the course.

The value versus the price of textbooks
Students and instructors discuss the merits behind buying and using required texts for courses
MYNT MARSELLUS
WEB DIRECTOR

Textbooks are expensive. This is a reality for most university students no
matter what school they attend and
the same exists for those at Wilfrid
Laurier University. More controversially though, is the efficacy of those
textbooks, especially in relation to
the marks they help students achieve
in courses.
“I have an 11.6 [grade point average] and through five semesters
of school I have read a total of two
textbooks,” said third-year business
student Andrew Paylor.
“I have spent in the ball park of
$2,000 for textbooks. Money that
could have been put to much better
use.”
This sentiment is not limited to the
school of business and economics.
Numerous arts students interviewed
reported doing less than 60 per cent

of readings for many of their courses
while still achieving desired marks.
Third-year business student Ruth
Jeevasagayam mentioned another
aspect of the textbook dilemma:
memorization.
“Most of the courses I take require
you to memorize the textbook for
midterms and exams. And a lot of
that information isn’t really applicable afterwards.”
However, many professors do put
considerable thought and time into
the selection of course resources.
“I’m sensitive to how much things
cost,” said Sofy Carayannopoulos, an
associate professor of policy for SBE
and coordinator of BU111.
For BU111, students have to
purchase a lab manual for $64 and a
physical textbook that comes with an
electronic access code for $94. For a
more economical option, the access
code for the online resources could
also be purchased separately for $54.

“I’ve tried to create a lot of value
for them,” said Carayannopoulos. “The lab manual, because it’s
primarily my own work, I’ve tried to
avoid paying royalties to others to
keep costs down for the students.”
The kind of effort put into the selection and creation of the materials
for BU111 can also be found in other
departments in the school.
“We went about selecting that
through a fairly lengthy process. We,
being the film studies faculty, offer
three first-year film studies courses
and we didn’t want students to have
to purchase a different textbook for
each class,” said Katherine Spring,
associate professor of English and
film studies.
“That would become expensive.
So we reviewed all the available
introductory textbooks and selected
one that could be used in all three
classes. Not all classes use the
entirety of the textbook, but all three

classes use the majority of it.”
Both Spring and Carayannopoulos commented on the relationship
between lecture content and the
content in textbooks for first-year
classes.
“Students do well, especially at
the first-year level when they are
exposed to the same material two or
three times,” Spring explained.
Spring specifically touched on
how this changes depending on the
student.
“Students with good study skills,
who take notes during lecture and
rewrite them so they retain them,
might have found the textbook extraneous,” she said.
“If an instructor is using a textbook and is assigning a textbook as
a reading material, the instructor
is responsible for integrating that
material into the class in one way or
another.”
Despite the large costs for stu-

“I have spent in the ball
park of $2,000 for textbooks. Money that could
have been put to much
better use.”
-Andrew Paylor, third-year
business student

dents to purchase complementary
textbooks, Spring suggests that all
professors do put effort into their
decision-making process.
“I’ve never met an instructor who
didn’t think carefully about which
textbook she or he used,” she said.
“I think to assign a textbook and
then ignore it completely ... puts
students in the position of having to
buy an expensive text that they’re not
responsible for reading.”

from cover

Class sizes unaffected by
lower student population
choice,” MacNeil said.
Madelaine Hron, an associate
professor of English, teaches two
second-year classes this semester.
According to LORIS, although both
courses have a 60-student capacity,
only 24 and 13 students are in her
classes.
However, Hron finds having fewer
students in her classes to be a positive thing for her teaching.
“For me, it’s an opportunity to
get to know the students better and
we’ve had really good discussions,”
she explained. “It’s a different way
of teaching ... but I’m getting some
good discussions and students can
really learn how to think critically as
opposed to the huge classrooms.”
Hron said smaller classrooms are
a lot more personable and she is able
to have engaging discussions.
Holly Baines, a contract academic staff in the departments of
sociology and women and gender
studies, said that while her class sizes
have remained near the sociology
enrolment cap, they are fairly small
classes. The sociology cap for fourthyear courses — which Baines teaches
two of — is 25 students.
“I think a smaller class is far more
valuable when you’re talking to

“I feel like there was a moment in time when Laurier
was the small, intimate
university...”

-Holly Baines, contract academic staff

upper-year students,” she explained.
“The expectation for upper-year
students is that they dig into the
material ... and have an engaging
conversation about that.”
Baines expressed concern that
even 25 people in a fourth-year seminar can sometimes feel too big.
While MacNeil said the anticipated drop in enrolment this year
is a “one-off” experience and the
population will continue to expand.
“If you look at the size and population of Laurier, and we are getting
bigger, it’s not enough of a number
to make a significant difference in
terms of class sizes. Even if it’s one
person per class, it’s not that much of
a difference,” she said.
The university could experience

a minor issue with classroom availability when the Global Innovation
Exchange building is ready for use,
as class sources and materials will
have to be moved from the current
Schlegel and Peters buildings. The
university experienced this when the
St. Michael’s campus went offline
and they lost a number of classes for
the courses available.
However, while the university
looks forward to the growth in the
population, not everyone feels the
same sentiment. Both Hron and Baines express concern over the growing desire for Laurier’s larger class
sizes and larger overall population.
“I’m just worried that the constant
push for growth is not helpful for
Laurier’s identity and Laurier’s students,” Hron explained.
Baines stressed that Laurier’s
reputation as a “small school” could
be ruined by consistent expansion.
“I feel like there was a moment
in time when Laurier was the small,
intimate university that could pride
itself on being the small, intimate
university,” Baines said.
“I think in some ways, we’re still
a small university trying to be a
mid-sized university and don’t quite
know how to do that yet.”

LAILA HACK/GRAPHICS ARTIST
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Fostering a culture for research
The Library will hold an exhibit of graduate students’ academic research in creative platforms
SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

The Wilfrid Laurier University
Graduate Students’ Association has a
new outlet to present the work of its
students on Waterloo’s campus.
The GSA in collaboration with the
Library and Student Affairs will be
featuring work by members of the
Laurier community, starting on Sept.
25 with the work of PhD candidate in
the university’s faculty of social work,
Bharati Sethi.
The goal is to bring staff, students
and the community together to
create an intellectual culture at the
university.
“What we were thinking was that
there was no spot on the university
campus where students can display
not only their work and have other
staff, faculty, students and undergraduate students engage with that,
but there also wasn’t a place on campus where there was that development of culture,” said Robert Bruce,
president of the GSA.
The space will fill the gaps
outlined by Bruce and will allow
students in their post-graduate and
PhD studies to engage with the work
of their colleagues.
The research will be on display on
the main floor of the Library near the
glass panes.
It is in a “very prominent” spot,
Bruce said, where there is constant
traffic by students and staff.
“This is so valuable to graduate
students because I am engaging with
the dissertation of the PhD students
at Laurier, taking away not only
meaning ... but also understanding
what they’ve been trying to achieve,”
Bruce said.
Sethi’s work, which is the first research by a graduate student to be on
display, is a creative and innovative
way to feature academic work.

JODY WAARDENBURG/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Bharati Sethi’s PhD research on the experience of immigrants at an employment health association in Brantford is shown through photos in the Library.

“[It’s about] building a
culture and uniting the
bridges between community, staff and students.”

-Robert Bruce, president of GSA

Her show, entitled “Do you see
what I see?” uses photography to
explore the experience of immigrants
at an employment health association
in Brantford.

Her work was originally featured
at the Yellow Brick Wall Exhibition
Venue at the Brantford campus, but
Bruce wanted to bring it to Waterloo’s campus as well.
“It’s becoming imperative that
grad students and PhD students
find [a new outlet],” Sethi explained.
“If you’re looking at creating social
change, it’s imperative that you find
innovative ways to publish our papers and portray our research.”
Sethi emphasized knowledge
translation, which is being able to
convey academic findings in creative
outlets. By using photographs, she
is able to portray the issues of immigrant demographics in Brantford,
as well as Waterloo.

“Waterloo is still very white, and
I think the topic area — I’m hoping
— will shed light on researchers,
academics, as well as students about
immigrant issues,” she said.
Sethi also emphasized the use of
the space in the Library, explaining
that having the exhibit in a hightraffic space will give students and
staff the opportunity to tour the
experiences of the immigrant population — and give the “big decision
makers” at Laurier a chance to see
the research.
“I don’t want to preach to the
already-converted. So I hope that not
only the students or the academics
come, but the big decision makers
as well.”

The grand opening of the exhibit
will be Thursday from 3:30 p.m. to 5
p.m. and the exhibit will run for approximately eight weeks.
The goal, Bruce said, is to allow
four different projects to circulate
over a 12-month period, displaying graduate studies, staff projects,
grad studies again and community
endeavours.
Bruce says this is a five-year
project and was originally brought
forward in his platform for GSA
president. He hopes to make it a permanent component of the graduate
student experience.
“[It’s about] building a culture and
uniting the bridges between community, staff and students,” Bruce said.

PROFILE

A voice for a
new generation
Anne Wilson joins society of scholars
ERIKA YMANA
STAFF WRITER

Anne Wilson, a psychology professor
at Wilfrid Laurier University, is now
an inaugural member of the Royal
Society of Canada’s College of New
Scholars, Artists and Scientists.
Wilson, along with other selected
scholars, will constitute the college
— the first of its kind.
The Royal Society of Canada’s
College of New Scholars, Artists and
Scientists aims to appoint distinguishable scholars regardless of their
age, background and gender.
The college also functions alongside the Royal Society of Canada’s
three other existing academics — the
Academy of Arts and Humanities,
the Academy of Social Sciences and
the Academy of Science.
Members serve as a “voice” of the
new generation of Canadian academics who mentor young scholars
about issues in research.
“One of the purposes of this new
college is to really try and open it up
to more diverse population … and
that can really contribute to bringing energy to these discussions and
talking about things with different
scholars at different stages of their
careers,” Wilson said.
“So for me, it is an honour to be
nominated by Laurier to be one of

the first members of this society.”
Wilson focuses on topics that hold
societal importance, such as racism,
homophobia and climate change.
Being in the college will allow
her to make connections and bring
research to a wider public domain.
Wilson also hopes to contact with
government agencies, policy makers
and the public.
“First make these interdisciplinary connections and put me in
contact with other people … it can
be a way of finding that link between
the research lab and the real world
and ways to communicate this
research to the real world,” Wilson
explained.
She also says that this society will
allow her to broaden her connections within the community.
“It is also a mechanism by which
we can communicate with the research that’s going on and make sure
that the broader society is aware of,”
she said.
Wilson hopes to bring expertise
within her field to the table in this
inaugural committee.
“I’m very grateful to Laurier, for
the support they’ve given me in putting me forward. As a researcher, it’s
always nice to have institutional support and knowing that the university
is behind you makes a big difference,” said Wilson.

NEED a
brEak?

G e t c o n n ec t e d
at K n ox Wat e r lo o

K n ox c h u r c h , 50 erb Street West, Waterloo

KnoxWaterloo.ca/connect

@KnoxWaterloo
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STUDENT SERVICES

Campus business follows demand
Over the years, Wilf’s restaurant and the Turret have evolved with the Laurier student body
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

This year, the Turret Nightclub is
celebrating its 40th anniversary at
Wilfrid Laurier University. And while
Turret Saturdays and Wilf’s spinach
dip might seem like essential parts of
the Laurier experience, the businesses that offer them have changed a lot
since the seventies when they were
first opened by the Wilfrid Laurier
University Students’ Union.
According to Jeyas Balaskanthan,
hospitality services director, in the
late nineties and early 2000s, there
were more sales in beverages than in
food at Wilf’s Restaurant and Bar. It’s
only within the last five to six years
that Wilf’s has evolved into a fullservice restaurant.
When grade 13 was phased out in
2003, the demographic at universities changed as most first-years entering post-secondary were younger
than the legal drinking age.
“Now a quarter of your student
population can no longer purchase
alcohol,” explained Chris Turner,
interim executive director and Chief
Operating Officer of the Students’
Union. “So the decision was made to
let’s focus more on food than alcohol
sale.”
The Turret was also impacted
by the influx of underage students.
While it used to be open Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights, they are
now only open on Saturday.
“To be honest, there’s way more
competition in town now than there
ever was five or six years ago,” said
Andy Neilson, operations manager
of Wilf’s and the Turret. “So the demand for one great night surpassed
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Wilf’s restaurant and bar has seen a drop in beverage sales and will be halting their Wilf’s Tuesday programming.

the demand for two sort of okay
nights.”
This provided the university with
the opportunity for the Turret to
be available for other uses, such as
events put on by campus clubs, other
internal stakeholders and external
patrons.
Recently, Wilf’s decided to cancel
their Tuesday programming which
offered late-night entertainment.
“That took a hit after the flood,
there’s no denying it,” Neilson said
of Wilf’s Tuesday. “We lost a lot of
people. We were never really able to
rebuild that base.”

Though the programming ran for
10 years, Neilson said since the flood
the demand just hasn’t been there.
The flood happened in fall 2011
and caused the business to be shut
down until February 2012. While
Wilf’s Tuesday suffered as a result of
this, according to Turner the restaurant as a whole has been doing better
since then.
“Two years ago, Wilf’s had its best
year in six or seven years,” he said.
They are currently finalizing their
audited statements for last year,
but the numbers are looking just as
good.

From a business standpoint,
Turner said they don’t always make
decisions that will be the most profitable.
“Sometimes you have to forgo
potential profit to make sure you live
within your mission and vision,” he
said.
For the Union, that means serving
students. Turner explained that they
have longer hours than they would
otherwise.
In addition, the menu has more
variety, offering vegetarian, vegan,
gluten-free and halal options. Lastly,
they only hire students.

“Every September is like opening a
new restaurant,” said Neilson, which
isn’t the most efficient.
In terms of the Turret, Turner said
there isn’t as much revenue than in
the ‘80s and ‘90s when it was operating three nights a week.
Despite this, Balaskanthan said
they will always strive to keep it open
so students have a safe environment
on-campus to spend their night out.
This, he continued, is something
students can’t be guaranteed if they
go off-campus.
“One of the nice things with Wilf’s
doing well is it kind of subsidizes to
a large extent the Turret. So overall,
combined, it’s pretty close to where
we want it to be a break-even point,”
said Turner.
Going forward, they are thinking
of ways to keep space at the Turret
occupied when it isn’t functioning as
a nightclub. They also want to continue to grow their catering service,
which has increased since 2009. In
addition, Wilf’s has expanded their
take-out service in recent years.
“For me it’s just constantly listening to the feedback and finding ways
to add value to the experience and
driving it forward with what people
are looking for,” said Neilson.
Their habit of listening to student
feedback is a possible reason for
why the restaurant has been doing
so well.
“Ultimately the students who
use our spaces the most, they’ll tell
us what they want out of it,” said
Neilson.
“If you just follow that, that’s
what’s really helped Wilf’s do exceptionally better since the flood, is the
focus and listening.”
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Due to attractiveness of flavours many young people have taken up using tobacco products like cigarillos, but may not realize they pose health risks.

Flavoured tobacco trending
Nearly as many students use flavoured tobacco as traditional cigarettes
connor ward
lead reporter

The Canadian Cancer Society
recently released a report detailing the use of flavoured tobacco
amongst youth. The data, revealed
from the 2012-2013 Youth Smoking
Survey, showed that nearly as many
Canadian students reported using
flavoured tobacco within 30 days of
the survey than those who reported
smoking cigarettes.
“It’s the attraction of flavours, it’s
the similarity of candy and it’s the
masking of the true taste of tobacco.
The fact is that flavours are often an
entry product for youth to consume
regular unflavoured tobacco,” said
Joanne Di Nardo, a senior manager
of public issues for the Canadian
Cancer Society.
Another reason why flavoured
tobacco might be so attractive
to younger people could be the
implications of previous smoking
legislation.

Legislators have in a sense
reduced access to cigarettes by
requiring them to be packaged in
larger quantities — about 20 or 25 in
a package.
This causes the price to increase
and is more of an outlay of funds,
especially for younger people, so it
becomes a deterrent. Whereas if a
cigarillo can be purchased individually or in a smaller package, then the
initial outlay of money is quite a bit
lower.
Part of the issue with flavoured
tobacco use is that smokers may
not realize the health implications
from use are the same as any other
tobacco product.
Even though flavoured tobacco,
like certain cigarillos, can taste milder than regular smoked products, it
often contains the same amount of
tobacco, meaning the same amount
of carcinogens.
“One would say that if you were
masking the tobacco flavour with
let’s say menthol, it makes it easier

to breath in more deeply or to have
more puffs on whatever it is you’re
smoking, and so it could actually put
you at greater risk. I don’t have hard
evidence on that, but I can imagine
that being the case,” said Steven
Manske, senior scientist at the Propel
Centre for Population Health Impact
and a research associate professor
in applied health sciences at the
University of Waterloo.
Due to its mildness, flavoured
tobacco is attractive to youth, but
once a nicotine habit is started other
products like regular cigarettes can
often follow it.
“We are seeing that flavoured
tobacco is a starter product. The fact
that the industry has circumvented
legislation and is still able to manufacture products just shows that they
have clientele, and the clientele are
primarily young people,” said Di
Nardo.
Flavoured tobacco has been
subject to intense discussion in both
federal and provincial legislators.

As of April 2014, there was a bill in
the Ontario Legislature that would
increase regulations on flavoured
tobacco, but was abandoned due to
the announcement of the provincial
election.
“From what we understand, the
legislation will be introduced so it’s
in the pipeline, and we’re talking to
the government and encouraging
them to have legislation as comprehensive as possible to ban flavoured
tobacco products,” said Di Nardo.
Regardless of what comes of the
legislation, many anti-smoking campaigns continue to address a desire
to ban flavoured tobacco products
as a whole, including the popular
menthol cigarette.
“What we need is a ban on flavouring in all tobacco products, not
just cigarettes, cigarillos and blunt
wraps. Right now, menthol, which
has a longer history than much other
flavouring, is given an expectation. If
this will be effective, then we need to
ban all flavours,” said Manske.

nutrition

Region sees healthy eating deficit
Daina goldfinger
lead reporter

Region of Waterloo Public Health
released a report this past year
indicating that there is a deficit in
healthy eating and physical activity
amongst the majority of the region’s
population.
The report surveyed adults 18
years and older in the region between 2009 and 2010, demonstrating
that 40.9 per cent reported eating
fruits and vegetables five or more
times a day, 72.6 per cent believe
they have an excellent state of mental health, 49.8 per cent report to being moderately physically active and
51.6 per cent were classified as overweight or obese. In addition to this,
30.5 per cent have been diagnosed
with chronic health conditions, such
as high blood pressure, diabetes,
heart disease and cancer.
Alison Danby, naturopathic doctor
at the Natural Way Health Clinic, said
that from her observations, there are
a number of individuals who are not
conforming to healthy living standards in the region, however these
people mainly consist of individuals
who lead busy lifestyles.
While there is a common belief
that many students do not conform
to healthy living standards, Danby
said she has seen a shift in healthy
living habits amongst students over
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the past couple of years.
“What I have noticed is that they
are actually making more healthconscious decisions,” said Danby.
“The students coming in now into
university actually have better habits
than when I was in university because the knowledge is there.”
Danby believes that people are
becoming more aware of healthy
living habits due to social media.
People are beginning to advertise
informative facts, as well as positive
reinforcement about healthy living
on their social media pages, which
encourages others to follow a healthy

lifestyle.
While Danby has noticed an
increasing trend in healthy living
amongst students, Avigael Samson,
a fourth-year general arts student at
Wilfrid Laurier University suggested
otherwise.
“Personally for me, I think it’s
hard to have a healthy diet when you
are a student living on a budget and
always on the run,” she said.
Samson explained that she normally freezes home-cooked meals
from her parents, which is where she
gets her nutrients. When she is cooking for herself, however, she typically

goes the easy route by disregarding
specific ingredients and eating out at
restaurants.
“If I’m going to be spending, I
want something that is worth my
money in value and taste,” said
Samson.
“Eating out itself is unhealthy, so I
don’t care much about how bad my
choice of a meal is.”
Danby stressed the importance
that healthy eating has on the mind
and body. It is proven to affect brain
chemistry, which is important in
dealing with high stress levels, especially amongst students.

Last week, residents of KitchenerWaterloo were encouraged to get to
know their community a little better
through the Live Local Challenge.
The challenge, which took place from
Sept. 14-20, presented K-W residents
with the task of supporting local
businesses through only buying local
and participating in local events.
In turn, local businesses offered
discounts and incentives to participants for the week.
23-year-old Juliana Gomez created
the challenge in the hopes of getting
locals to explore what the area has to
offer. The idea of the challenge was
to get people to “eat, shop and play
local.”
“We got a really great turnout,”
she said. “My big ambitious goal
was to get 100 people to sign up and
we ended up with a little over 150 I
think.”
According to Gomez, around 40
businesses participated as well.
Early last year, Gomez started
thinking about the curated Twitter
account People of K-W — which
locals take over for a week at a time
— when she thought of the idea.
“I was thinking what would I do if
I did this and how would my week be
different,” she said.
From there the idea grew and
Gomez promoted the challenge on
social media to get the word out.
Uptown Waterloo resident Daisy
Arseneault decided to participate
after seeing the challenge gain
popularity on Twitter. Once she
discovered the challenge, Arseneault
said she and her husband backed it
up “wholeheartedly.”
“I’m a local advocate,” she said.
“We’re huge advocates of living local
and spending our time locally, and
so it was a natural fit.”
According to Gomez, she initially
had to reassure participants that the
challenge was not meant to be overly
strict.
“The challenge is to get you to
think about what local is,” she said.
“I did give people a way, I guess ‘out,’
because life is flexible and so am I
and so is the challenge.”
If peopled “cheated” on the challenge, she gave them the option
of donating a toonie. At the end of
the week, she collected the toonies
which will be donated to Foodlink
Waterloo Region.
“I thought it went really well,” Arseneault said. “As the challenge went
on, it really made me very aware and
put in the forefront in my mind all of
my decisions that I made during the
week. I really liked that.”
“There were times when I owed
some toonies for doing that little fastfood stop — that wasn’t really living
local, was it?”
Gomez said the challenge was
about getting people to realize what
the area has to offer.
“I would hope that when people
participate in this they realize all the
potential that Kitchener-Waterloo
has ... they have way bigger impacts
on our day-to-day lives than they
might realize,” she said.
Gomez is currently gathering
feedback from participants and
businesses in order to improve the
challenge and hopes to do it yearly.
Arseneault said she would definitely
participate again if it does in fact
become a yearly tradition.
“I would do it for the reasons of
being able to take stock of how I’m
living [and] being able to have a
week to be very aware of it.”
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Minister of Research and Innovation Reza Moridi at Communitech in Kitchener on Sept. 18, where he announced the province’s plan to increase funding to campus entrepreneurship programs.

Ontario increasing program funds
connor ward
lead reporter

On Sept. 18, Ontario Minister of Research and Innovation Reza Moridi
visited the Communitech Hub in
Kitchener to make an announcement on behalf of the Ontario
government.
Moridi announced that the
province will be increasing funding
for on-campus entrepreneurship
programs located in Ontario’s postsecondary institutions.
The Ontario government, as

part of its Youth Jobs Strategy, will
introduce two new programs to fund
on-campus entrepreneurial growth
in Southwestern Ontario’s post-secondary institutions.
The programs, dubbed CampusLinked Accelerators and On-Campus
Entrepreneurship Activities, will
place over $25 million over the next
two years into the hands of educators
to build and support both new and
existing entrepreneurship activities.
Within the Region of Waterloo,
the Campus-Linked Accelerator program will create the Waterloo Region

Campus-Linked Accelerator, which
will be a partnership between Wilfrid
Laurier University and the University
of Waterloo. The funding will also go
towards Laurier’s Brantford campus
to help expand their entrepreneurship programs for Aboriginal and
at-risk youth.
“The funding is going to the two
universities for the programs they
run, so specifically at Communitech
we have Laurier LaunchPad and
Velocity Garage from UW. I think it
increases the resources available,
particularly for students or recent

graduate entrepreneurs,” said Chris
Plunkett, director of media relations
for Communitech.
“Whether it’s business talent coming out of Laurier and the real focus
Laurier has on entrepreneurship
in their business education, or the
math, science and engineering talents coming out of UW, the universities are creating a lot of great talents
to fuel this innovation ecosystem,”
said Plunkett.
Entrepreneurship is a stated goal
of the program, aiming at young
people to help foster economic

growth through business creation.
“We want to see that our graduates
come out of universities and colleges
either looking for jobs or looking to
hire people. Meaning they’ve started
their own companies and are bringing their ideas, inventions and innovations to the market place. Places
like Communitech and Velocity and
the Accelerator Centres in our universities and colleges are established
for that purpose,” said Moridi.
“Job creation and economic
growth is a part of the philosophy
behind these kinds of investments.”

startups

Proactive pet healthcare
Cleo Collar device detects changes in animals’ wellbeing
connor ward
lead reporter

Please keep the noise
down!
We know students work hard, so we
expect students to play hard too. When
you unwind, please be respectful of your
neighbours and keep the City of Waterloo
noise by-law in mind.
The City of Waterloo’s noise by-law
restricts people from making noise that
disturbs the public. Remember that this
noise by-law applies to all hours of the day,
not just after 11 p.m.
Examples of prohibited noise:
• Excessive dog barking
• Loud stereos or musical instruments
• Excessive loud yelling, shouting, singing, etc.
• Construction equipment operated before
7 a.m. and after 7 p.m. on Sundays and
statutory holidays
Report excessive noise at:
mypermits.waterloo.ca or call
519.747.8785
Make the most of your time here in Waterloo.
Visit www.waterloo.ca/students

Kitchener-based company Cleo Collar is readying itself to release wearable technology for pets this spring.
A division of Konectra Incorporated,
the business is currently raising
funds for its wearable technology
through a Kickstarter campaign.
The Cleo Collar is a two-piece device, resembling a belt buckle, which
can clip onto various pet accessories.
It is designed to update pet owners
with real-time indicators showing
their pet’s health, such as body temperature, heart rate and movement
patterns.
“Pets cannot tell you what’s wrong
with them and you only go to the
vet once or twice a year. In between
visits, you have no idea whether
your pet is healthy or not,” said Peter
Mankowski, CEO and creator of Cleo
Collar.
“This device allows for early
diagnosis of many medical conditions and allows you to be proactive
if anything changes.”
To help with the release of their
product, they have started a Kickstarter campaign. Through Kickstarter, anyone can pledge various
amounts of money to a company
seeking funding and in return receive some sort of gift or product.
Kickstarter is often successfully
used by technology startups to raise
quick funds without giving away
company equity.
That being said, Kickstarter can offer challenges for some companies.
“We found out that Kickstarter
campaigns follow trends, so your
timing has to be perfect to fit the
appetite of young kids who are tech
savvy. Right now there is no interest
in pet wearables at all — right now
the interest is in 3D printers,” said
Mankowski.
Even though a campaign may
fail to generate the funds desired, it
can fetch a company interest from
wealthy investors looking to find
exciting new ventures.
“I didn’t know that on Kickstarter
many American investors are looking
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Mankowski, the CEO and creator of Cleo Collar, holds the buckle-like collar.

“This device allows for
early diagnosis of many
medical conditions and
allows you to be proactive
if anything changes.”
-Peter Mankowski, creator and
CEO of Cleo Collar

for companies to invest in. I have two
individuals from California that contacted me and now I have to go to the
United States to do a presentation.
So for me it worked as advertising,”
said Mankowski.
Cleo Collar has a few weeks
remaining in their Kickstarter
campaign and hopes to continue to
garner both attention and funds for
their expansion.

Part of the reason the company
wants to raise new funds is to expand
their product line, as they have
received interest from medical professionals treating humans.
“We will be branching out into
medical devices for humans as
well and this will be next year,” said
Mankowski.
As a company that focuses on pet
health, they’re heavily involved with
the Kitchener-Waterloo Humane
Society.
According to Mankowski, a
percentage of each sale of the collar
goes to the KW Humane Society.
Cleo Collar will begin to ship to
stores and distributers in February
and will be launched throughout
North America and some European
locations later in the spring.
In addition to retail sales, consumers can purchase the device by
pledging funds for the company on
their Kickstarter campaign and expect to receive the collar in March.
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Concerns voiced over student behaviour
Local residents often find themselves at odds with students’ loud noise and constant partying
sometimes it’s almost 1,000 people
in the backyard.”
They’ve also experienced problems with destruction of property
and inappropriate behaviour such
as students urinating off roofs. Miller
said this is problematic considering
there are children living in the area
that these students are negatively
influencing.
“It shouldn’t be when you live in a
neighbourhood and you have to look
forward to Christmas, reading week
and summer break when they’re
gone,” said Miller.
Nynke Prins, a fourth-year financial math student at Wilfrid Laurier
University, lives on Regina St. and
said on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights she can hear
drunken students constantly walking
by her house.
“Even me as a student, I want to
go out my window and yell at them
to shut up,” she said. “It’s annoying.
If I feel that way I’m sure people who
live there forever do too.”
She added that she feels most
students are respectful of their
neighbours, but the problems occur
when they are intoxicated.
“We’re not trying to put them all in
a bad light, because we know they’re
not all like that,” said Miller.
But lately the partying has been
persisting almost every night of the
week. At this point, Miller said she
isn’t sure what the solution is.
“We don’t want them to not get

“We’re not trying to put
them all in a bad light,
because we know they’re
not all like that.”

-Kelly Miller, Waterloo resident

-Nynke Prins, fourth-year
Laurier student

their education and not be there. But
we also want them to respect people
that are there all the time.”
The city has a service where neighbours can meet with a mediator to
try and resolve their issues. Christopher Mulhern, manager of compliance and standards at the City of
Waterloo, emphasized that in order
for this to work, both parties have to
be willing to undergo the process.
“It’s a very discreet process, but it
can also be very helpful for people
who live there and feel the city
doesn’t listen to them or the police
don’t listen to them,” he said.
Mediation can help get to the
root of the problem, which the city
or police aren’t always able to do.
Often, this involves simply getting
the other side of the story. According
to Doug Thiel, an inspector with the
North Division of Waterloo Regional
Police Service, in many cases they
have students knocking on neighbours’ doors to make them aware of

Miller said she wonders if universities have the ability to get involved
with students since they are representing their university off-campus.
Drew Piticco, the student conduct
administrator at Laurier, explained
in an email that the current nonacademic student code of conduct
indicates that “when it comes to behaviour significant enough to impact
community safety and/or institutional reputation, then the university
is properly concerned.”
They are working to revise the
code of conduct to help clarify when
the university can get involved with
the behaviour of students on or offcampus. From his experience, Thiel
said the majority of students are
respectful.
“At the end of the day they’re kids.
From my perspective the students
do a good job of acclimatizing, but
there’s always going to be issues and
concerns and we need to deal with
those on a case by case basis.”

startups

New partnership
for Accelerator
Alifya Rajkotwala
staff writer

The Accelerator Centre, a facility that
allows entrepreneurs in the Waterloo
Region to launch their own tech
startups, has entered into a five-year
memorandum with the University of
Wollongong’s iAccelerate program,
which is based in Australia.
The partnership is designed to
encourage entrepreneurs in both
programs to actively collaborate with
each other.
The program functions by giving
clients currently placed in the Accelerator program access to resources
available at the University of Wollongong, and vice versa.
This includes students being able
to approach mentors from both
programs.
Additionally, if there are ever issues with funding or programming,
CEOs and CFOs across the world
have the opportunity to actively
communicate with each other.
As well, when something new is
introduced, clients are encouraged
to converse back and forth. They
are also advised to learn from each
other’s mistakes and not implement
them into their existing business
model.
There are also added opportunities for clients enrolled in either
program to connect with clients registered in the contrasting program.
CEO of the iAccelerate program,
Elizabeth Eastfield, said that unlike the Silicon Valley which has a
more established start-up hub, the
Waterloo start-up community is still
in its early stages of development.
Because of this, her goal in the new
partnership is “to use Waterloo as an
inspirational model, and to learn as
much as possible.”
Eastfield continued that one of
the key ambitions for this project
is increasing jobs through this col-

“Even me as a student, I
want to go out my window
and yell at them to shut
up.”

laboration and encouraging female
entrepreneurship.
“We have a very strong ambition
to include female entrepreneurs in
our ecosystem. They are very often
ignored.”
The program is not designed to be
a pilot program and is more about
“deeply establishing a framework
in which students can exchange
and share knowledge,” according to
Eastfield.
Carole Schwartz, interim director
of marketing for the Accelerator
Centre, stressed the importance of
preserving the ecosystem within the
Waterloo region.
“Any time there’s an accelerator
program like ours in the community,
it’s important to educate the startups
to what the possibilities are if they
stay within the community.”
“There are lots of opportunities
for students in the overall ecosystem
right now,” she continued.
“There are a lot of resources
available to them, and there’s a lot
of programming, and I think that
programming and expanding and
recognizing that we’re still not meeting all the needs in our community
for tech startups is what’s important.”
She noted the multiple programs
available for students in the Waterloo
region to venture into entrepreneurship.
“So many students want to become entrepreneurs, instead of taking the traditional route of going into
the corporate world, and working for
somebody else,” she said.
“So many students want to work
for themselves.”
Placing an emphasis on the
importance of finding a good fit for
yourself in terms of the multiple
programs offered to students in the
Waterloo region, Shwartz concluded,
“It’s really just about doing your
research, and looking for all that is
available out there.”
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an event they’re hosting and giving
them the opportunity to voice their
concerns.
“That’s really where we’d like to get
to,” said Thiel. “Where the students
feel they’re part of the community
and they’re taking ownership and
want to make sure they’re fitting
in and not causing any issues or
concerns.”
Any noise-related issues, Thiel
continued, are dealt with by City of

Waterloo by-law, although sometimes an officer may accompany the
by-law officer to a call.
“We’re looking to be proactive and
we’ll have our community resource
officer work with the permanent
residents and the students to try and
mediate whatever the concerns are
and make the situation much better
moving forward,” said Thiel. “On occasion that occurs, but it’s certainly
not a regular occasion.”
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Dear Life
Dear Life is your opportunity to write
a letter to your life, allowing you
to vent your anger with life’s little
frustrations in a completely public
forum.
All submissions to Dear Life are
anonymous, should be no longer
than 100 words and must be addressed to your life. Submissions
can be sent to dearlife@thecord.ca
no later than Monday at noon each
week.
Dear Life,
I hate you, Laurier poster sale.
Sincerely,
That almost-Andy-Warhol isn’t fooling anyone
Dear Cord,
It’s promptly 9 a.m. on a Wednesday so you can imagine my sincere
disappointment when I noticed that
there was not a #SpotTheSaad in this
week’s paper. Where else am I going
to catch a secret glimpse of that
beautiful man … and his mouth?
Sincerely,
Sad there’s no Saad
Dear My Diarrhea Shits Have a
More Welcoming Personality Than
You,
You wrote a submission last week
regarding a recruitment tip to Greek
life — but recruitment went just
fine without your biased, fictitious,
and rude comments. I’m sorry you
mistook our pride for ignorance
when we wear our letters. I’m sorry
you haven’t had the chance to get to

know any of us in Greek life to know
that we are all amazing individuals
who strive for leadership, scholarship, philanthropy, and sister/brotherhood (I included my name so you
can get a chance to). But we are not
dinosaurs, and we will not become
extinct. We are ever growing. I’m also
sorry you didn’t get a bid.
Sincerely,
Eva Pham, Greek Council President
Dear Life,
Fraternities and Sororities get a bad
rep because of a few people, and
that’s the case anywhere. Remember that these organizations are
larger than the one or two people
you had a bad experience with. The
international greek organizations
raise hundreds of thousands of dollars every year for foundations and
causes, not limited to Make a Wish,
Cardiac Care, CNIB, and more. Consider educating yourself about these
groups as a hole before you bash the
system.
Sincerely,
WLU Greek Life alum, and proud.
Dear whomever wrote last week’s
Library entrance submission,
I hope that you understand the hurtfulness of the statement made in last
week’s Dear Life section. Your words
were heavy with disrespect where
there should have been gratitude for
all that your mobility enables you to
do .They were reflective of a closed
mind where acceptance for diversity
of ability might be instead. Please
consider what you have said and
the wider impacts such words have.
Laurier, DearLife and any form of
social media should never be used to

spread a message of disrespect.
Sincerely,
Take a moment. Reconsider.
Dear Life,
Is it just me or does every college and
university have their shit figured out
better than Laurier?
Sincerely,
Golden-Hawk Graduate Attending
College
Dear Laurier & WLUSU,
Oh Laurier, oh Laurier, O-week has
passed. It makes me wonder how
long this sense of peace and love will
last. Let’s give it sometime, maybe
a month or two when that false WLUSU love turns into spite and hate too.
Hiring is a joke and always will be.
Oh… not to mention, the WLUSU
clique is still walking around the
FNCC. I thought it was a university
union not an over-dramatic “mean
girls” high school cheer-pod. Come
on WLUSU stop being so scene.
Sincerely,
An Angry & Abused WLUSU Service
Vet
Dear Life,
The pumpkin patch is Disney World
for young adults.
Sincerely,
Looking forward to the hay rides
Dear Life,
Did you know punching poles results
in broken knuckles?
Sincerely,
Drunken dumbass
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Crossword

ACROSS

1 – Sausalito’s county
6 – Hog fat
10 – Melville novel
14 – Wonderland girl
15 – Latin love
16 – Pro follower
17 – “Bolero” composer
18 – Speck
19 – Rapper born Tracy Marrow
20 – Hot time in Paris
21 – English dramatist
24 – Earnest
26 – Old West watering hole
27 – Big bang cause
28 – Pages
30 – Malarial fever
33 – Mountain range
35 – Abu Dhabi’s fed.
38 – Frothy
40 – Second-century date
41 – Turkish money
43 – Haul
44 – Symbol
47 – Hit with an open hand
48 – A Judd
49 – Texas tea
51 – Backward direction
54 – Spirit
58 – Fibrous quality
61 – Assn.
62 – Dutch name of The Hague
63 – Disturb
64 – Free laces, say
67 – Engrave with acid
67 – Feminine ending
68 – Relaxes
69 – Meets with
70 – Be in front
71 – Curt

8 – Routine
9 – Sock site
10 – Bay windows
11 – Port near Hong Kong
12 – Alamogordo’s county
13 – Like granola
22 – Humble homes
23 – Pertaining to Benedict XVI
25 – Tabloid tidbit
28 – Attorney Melvin
29 – Buffalo’s lake
30 – Fore’s partner
31 – Sticky stuff
32 – Motor City gp.
34 – SALT subject
35 – Modern address
36 – Small battery size
37 – Uncommon sense
42 – Wight or Man
45 – Dog of mixed breed
46 – Rock clinging plant
48 – Equine sounds
50 – Flows out
51 – Barbecue leftovers?
52 – Ohio, e.g.
53 – Vestige
54 – Caught congers
55 – Au contraire!
56 – Old newsman
57 – Discharge
65 - Slangy denial

SEPT. 17 SOLUTION

DOWN

1 – Female horses
2 – Having wings
3 – Stream of water
4 – Bump off
5 – Wrestling hold
6 – Actor Lorenzo
7 – In a frenzy

PUZZLE FROM BESTCROSSWORDS.COM

Weekly Specials
Pabst Attack

BIGGIE-UP
ANY DAY ANY TIME

A BURGER AND BEER
FOR $4 BUCKS!
ADD FRIES FOR $2
ADD WINGS FOR $2
Present this coupon
at time of offering
Limit 1 per person. Offer does not
include applicable taxs. Not valid
if reproduced, sold or transfered.

$4.50/ tall can
Wednesday- all day
Friday & Saturday Before 11pm

$10 Pitchers

Thursday before 11pm

Dirty Burger Days

$2 Burgers and Wings $6.64/lb
Tuesday & Wednesday

#01

like us on
@chainsawlovers

$2 Buck Tuesdays
Sawdust and Beer at 28 King St N, Uptown Waterloo . 519-954-8660
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Define this: beauty
Some words are hard to define. Beauty is one of them. Although the Oxford dictionary gives a direct definition
to the word, it may not have the same meaning for some people. Subjectivity plays a major role in terms of definition. As part of an experiment, Features Editor Alanna Fairey went on campus and asked many students what
their definition of beauty was. No two answers were the same.

Alec Fowler, third-year vocal music

Rob Chalkley, third-year psychology

Meaghan Roach, fourth-year general arts

Casey Gauthier, third-year English

Priyanga Jeyakanthan, third-year psychology

“My definition of beauty is
loving yourself — loving yourself for who you are.”

“You can’t really distinguish
beauty unless you really know
someone for a while. It’s not
something you can see at
face value; it’s something that
you have to get to know and
understand.”

“I would say it’s whatever your
own personal definition is. So
whatever you portray inwards
comes out in the outer.”

“To me it’s not much as outer
appearances, but inner. I think
personality takes a big toll on
what makes someone attractive. If they’re a good person
with a good personality, then
I think they are more beautiful
than the outer.”

“Beauty is an umbrella term.
You can have beauty shown
in different ways. There’s
beauty where you can show
action wise, beauty where you
can show kindness to others.
There are different types of
beauty.”

Samantha Deeming, biology graduate

Rick Camman, political science graduate

“I would say my definition of
beauty is a combination of
personality and a combination
of what the person reflects
in their values. That’s how I
think I would do it in an overall
combination of true beauty.”

“My definition of beauty is
probably individuals who have
a really good personality,
because you find that most
meaningful relationships that
you’ve never had in your lifetime usually happen when
you meet people who you
have similar values and beliefs
with.”

Emily Minten, second-year business

Teagan Pecoskie-Schweir, secondyear business

“My definition of
“My definition of
beauty is to be a good beauty is being more
person, inside and out. than skin deep.”
To be a good person
and to have a natural
beauty.”

Hilary St. Pierre, fourth-year medieval studies
and English

Matthew McCreath, second-year business and
financial math

“My definition of beauty is
happiness.”

“Confidence. Confidence in
walking around with whatever
you have and whatever definition of yourself that you have.”

INTERESTED IN SEEING ALL THE
ANSWERS? CHECK OUT THECORD.CA
AND WATCH THE VIDEO.

photos by heather davidson/photo editor
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MUSIC

KOI perseveres through bad weather

From Sept. 19-21, Kitchener got
loud.
KOI Music Festival, which just
entered its fifth year of operation, took over King Street from
Ontario to Frederick Street. From
its humble start in 2010, the
festival has grown in size, from the
amount of bands participating to
this year’s addition of an extra day
of programming.
With each day of the festival,
KOI offered its participants different options to enjoy.

FRIDAY
Starting with a free night of programming to get the festival rolling,
the evening was a strong start for
the music to come. The main stage
— which was in the Crabby Joe’s
parking lot in downtown Kitchener
— hosted hundreds of fans looking
to enjoy the musical offerings of
the evening.
Most of the artists who took the
stage, including headliners Danko
Jones, were either
from

the Toronto-area or surrounding
vicinity. While the evening was
cold, the bands were still able to
keep things warm.
Cambridge-based Trouble
and Daughter showed the sort of
perseverance needed to perform
through the chilly evening. With
their warm, acoustic-driven set,
they managed keep patrons positive despite the temperature.
Teenage Kicks proved to be
one of the evening’s highlights.
Once the Toronto-based band got
on stage, they took little time to

captivate their audience with their
hard rocking music. The half-hour
they were on stage, they proved
to be a band to keep an eye on,
through their on-stage presence
and precise musicianship.
When Danko Jones took the
stage, they showed that more
than a decade of being a band has
taught them a lot. Their ability to
command the stage, paired with
the high-octane rock music they
delivered, showcased the level of
professionalism they have accomplished throughout their career.

SATURDAY

Sept. 20 at KOI was the busiest
day of the festival. Besides the
musical acts booked, KOI Con
and the KOI food truck festival
were also positioned along
King Street. With all that was
going on, there was plenty to
do besides listening to music.
New this year, the KOI Food
Truck Festival offered patrons a
variety of mobile food options,
with an acoustic stage set up
at Ontario and King Street.
The variety of food options
and availability of live music,
accompanied by the warm
weather, attracted many pa-

trons to the street.
The music was
scattered across Kitchener,
spanning six venues across the
downtown area. From the main
stage to Wax Nightclub and
Bobby O’Brien’s, each venue
offered audiences different live
performances to enjoy.
Toronto-based band Die
Mannequin took the main
stage by storm early in the
afternoon. From start to finish,
their set captivated the crowd
and got them jumping.
Playing new and
old

material, the intensity
through their half-hour set
captivated the audience.
By far one of the most memorable sets of the day was Foxy
Shazam. With groovy beats and
outrageous stage antics that
involved their guitarist climbing the rafters, Foxy Shazam
truly
dominated the

stage. Between the dancing, tight musicianship and
crazy stage banter, they were
certainly a band not to miss
out on.
However, the day wasn’t
without its setbacks. With
warnings of severe thunderstorms, organizers changed
sets around to ensure the safety
of musicians and concertgoers.
Festival headliners
Every time I Die,
originally slated
to play the main
stage, was moved
indoors to the Wax

in preparation of the forecast.
While the Wax had a significantly smaller capacity than
the main stage, Every Time I
Die still managed to put on an
enjoyable performance. The
venue was packed full of fans
who went crazy when the band
took the stage. Crowd surfing
and mosh pits aside, the craziness hit a climax when fans
and the band started climbing
the rafters and diving into the
audience.

SUNDAY
Although the festival was slowly
reaching its end, Sunday still proved
to play host to many great performances. With acts such as Silverstein, Courage My Love and The
Front Bottoms, many fans came out
to enjoy the music.
Once again afflicted by threats of
severe weather, KOI tried to work
around the predicament by rescheduling to ensure all bands were
finished playing outside a full two
PHOTOS BY JODY WAARDENBURG/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

hours ahead of the original
schedule. While met by much disapproval by fans, many still showed
their support.
Closing the festival, Ubiquitous
Synergy Seeker made sure it ended
off with a bang. Getting the crowd
bouncing, USS had strong control of
the stage and the crowd. Even with
the heavy rainfall that happened
halfway through their set, fans stuck
around to show their support and

love for the music.
With the programming of all three
days ending on a high note, KOI
proved that it knows how to organize
a music festival. With the weather
causing concerns over the safety of
patrons, last minute changes to set
times and venues upset some people
from the lack of notice. Overall,
KOI still managed to make people
wonder what might be in store for
next year.
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Amish Project explores forgiveness
Bryan stephens
Arts & Life editor

Green Light Art’s latest production
The Amish Project is set to have its
Canadian premiere at Studio 180
in Hagey Hall at the University of
Waterloo on Sept. 25. The story is a
fictionalized account of the Nickel
Mines School shooting in 2006,
where Charles Roberts went into a
school and held five girls hostage.
Once the police arrived on the scene,
he shot and killed them and then
himself.
“This is an imagined piece focusing on the two girls who were in the
room, the widow, as well as three
other characters that have nothing
immediately to do with it,” said artistic producer Matt White.
He said what initially peaked his
interest in this story was how the
theme of forgiveness was intertwined
into the script.
“What separated this from other
stories about school shootings is
the Amish community forgave the
killer, and extended the forgiveness
to his widow and her family, going as
far as donating some of the money
and bringing food to her,” he said.
“What’s interesting is Jessica Dickey
[the playwright] doesn’t focus on the
shooting itself — the shooting just
happened. But it is the aftermath of
the second half of the play that really
focuses on the element of forgiveness as a whole.”
White said his involvement
originally stemmed from “pragmatic
and practical reasons.” After his wife
discouraged him from producing an
eight-person production, he started
looking for other pieces.
“It had just been done in New

“After looking at the Mennonite and Amish population in the Waterloo region,
It just seemed like the right
home for the piece.”
-Matt White, artistic producer

lena yang/creative director

The play is centered around seven characters, played by the same actress, as their stories interject one another.

York. I fell in love with the text. It’s
not heightened language, just an
emotional honesty and connection
to a lot of what humans are searching
for,” he said.
“Ultimately, that sense of connecting with one another and not getting
past our immediate actions to act
aggressively to one another.”
White decided he didn’t want
to premiere the show in Toronto

because he wanted to showcase it
in a smaller community. Waterloo
offered the environment he was
looking for.
“After looking at the Mennonite
and Amish population in the Waterloo region and abroad, it just seemed
like the right home for the piece,” he
said.
White also knew exactly what he
wanted out of the venue.

“Why Hagey Hall? It started out as
a pragmatic reason: the space was
free and available,” he said.
“It was really important to me to
produce it at this time because on
Sept. 21 it is the International Day of
Peace, but then Oct. 2 it is the eightyear anniversary of the shooting. I
really wanted to produce it around
those dates.”
On Oct. 3, the Community Justice

Initiatives and Conrad Grebel
University College at University of
Waterloo will be holding post-show
panel discussions, with the help of
White. The relationship with the
university also helped him reach out
to students.
“Looking at the relationship with
the student population at Conrad
Gabel specifically, this makes it even
easier for students [from the college]
to come check it out. It was great
because with the forgiveness talks
on Oct. 3 and 4, UW then waived the
rental fee to become an in-association partner. They have been really
supportive of us, and the team has
been so supportive of us.”
The performance runs until Oct.
5. Though the material in the play
might be highly emotional, White
hopes people can see past that.
.“You can get carried away with the
story and the characters, because I
realize people might think this is a
heavy situation, but it is really important to remember that these are
really seven very different characters
that come alive.”
“You can get carried away with
the story telling, and you can take
nothing away from forgiveness, but
hopefully you can take something
away.”

LITERATURE

Your guide to fall’s most anticipated novels

Rooms
By: Lauren Oliver
Release date: September
23, 2014

Good House
By: Peyton Marshall
Release date: September
30, 2014

The Young Elites
By: Marie Lu
Release date: October 7,
2014

Leaving Time
By: Jodi Picoult
Release date: October 14,
2014

In the adult debut from New York
Times bestselling author of Before I
Fall and the Delirium trilogy, Lauren
Oliver tells of an estranged family
coming together to claim their inheritance after the death of ex-husband
and father, Richard Walker.
Unbeknownst to them, previous inhabitants of Richard Walker’s
country house, long dead ghosts
bound to the estate, observe the
family with a quiet intensity as
ex-wife Caroline and her children,
Trenton and Minna, reminisce about
their past lives. When a new ghost
appears, Trenton’s interactions
with her force the human and spirit
worlds to collide with unpleasant
consequences.

Based on the true story of the Preston School of Industry, first-time
novelist Peyton Marshall imagines a
grim future in which the families of
convicted felons are tested for a set
of genetic markers that predict violent behaviour in male children. The
boys who test positive then become
wards of the state and are transferred
from their homes to Goodhouse
campuses, where they are forced
to learn how to amend their dark
thoughts and sinister desires.

A decade ago a deadly illness called
the blood fever, swept through the
nation, claiming numerous lives and
leaving child survivors with strange
markings. Furthermore, there are
rumours that the disease may have
inflicted certain survivors, known
collectively as the Young Elites,
with supernatural abilities that are
abhorred by the government for their
daring potential.
Enzo Valenciano works for the Dagger Society, a secret sect of the Young
Elites that seeks out others like them.
When he finds Adelina Amouteru, a
survivor scorned by her father for her
grotesque transformation after the
disease, they discover someone with
powers like they’ve never encoun-

Over a decade after the disappearance of Alice Metcalf — an elephant
researcher who vanished the night a
caregiver was trampled at the sanctuary she ran— her daughter, Jenna,
is still perplexed as to her mother’s
desertion.
When online searches and examinations of her mother’s old journals
prove futile, Jenna enlists two people
to aid in her endeavour; Serenity Jones, a psychic renowned for
finding missing persons and Virgil
Stanhope, the private detective
previously attached to Alice’s case.
As the trio delve deeper into Alice’s
mysterious disappearance, threads
start to unravel and uncomfortable
answers begin to surface.

The World of Ice and Fire
By: George R. R. Martin,
Elio M. García Jr., Linda
Antonssen
Release date: October 28,
2014
George R. R. Martin partners
with Elio M. García, Jr. and Linda
Antonsson, the founders of fan site
Westeros.org, for this comprehensive
volume detailing the Seven Kingdoms. It is a collection of brilliant
accounts of battles, rivalries and
rebellions spanning the Dawn Age
to the fall of Aerys II Targaryen that
culminated to the events of A Song of
Ice and Fire.

Compiled by Lena Yang
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Scott Glaysher
Staff Writer

Most students from Wilfrid Laurier
University have only really experienced the visual beauty of our
campus.
Venturing out into the wonderful
wilderness that is Kitchener-Waterloo may seem to be a little bit of a
stretch for most people.
However, fall — arguably the most
picturesque season in Canada — is
officially upon us.
This means it’s time to grab the
windbreakers, lace up the boots and
take a stroll through some of Waterloo’s best natural landscapes.

Waterloo Park

The most popular picturesque place
in the area can be found right down
Albert Street. It’s filled with tons of
green space to toss a frisbee, have a
picnic or catch some sun — weather
permitting — but the best part is
obviously the petting zoo. On top of
that, you can explore the trails, play
tennis or baseball.

Heather Davidson/Photo Editor

While offering a range of ways to dress a poutine up, Smoke’s Poutinerie fell short on the list of best poutines offered in the area surrounding Laurier.

The quest for the best poutine
Fifth Place: Smoke’s

Columbia Lake

Most of you have passed by this
lake on your way to Sobeys student
day, but might not have taken it in.
This miniature lake is located at the
corner of Westmount Road and Columbia Street West and can be seen
from most of the surrounding area. It
has fields and trails all around it and
is most known for hosting Canada
Day fireworks in the summer.

Laurel Creek

The Laurel Creek Conservation Area
is a very well-maintained green
space at the North-Western edge of
Waterloo. In fall months it is a great
bike trail for all you off-roaders, but
doubles as the perfect cross-country
ski trail in the winter. Its diverse
fauna and large perimeter makes for
the perfect fall Instagram backdrop.

St Jacob’s

I would hope that most of you
reading this know exactly where St.
Jacob’s Farmer’s Market is. Even with
the fire that happened in 2013, it
could not deter the flocks of Waterloo residents that go each and every
Saturday for the freshest food to be
bought. Also, don’t forget to visit the
town, which has museums and other
interesting establishments.

Bethany Bowles
Staff Writer

As Canadians when we think of our
nation, a few things come to mind:
hockey, maple syrup, beavers, Terry
Fox and free health care.
These are all typical things that
help mold the great nation in which
we are more than lucky to inhabit.
But there is one aspect of being
Canadian that I feel is highly overlooked and is only ever appreciated
by drunk university students or
pregnant women who are looking to
satisfy their cravings.
What I am referring to is drenched
in glistening gravy, stuck together
by gooey cheese curds and wrapped
up in perfect little boxes of wonder
and delight. Yes, friends, I am talking
about poutine.
As a fan of this delicious comingling of fries, gravy and cheese, I
decided to go on a quest to find the
best poutine in the university area.
Upon stuffing my face with poutine,
I figured out where you should and
shouldn’t go to satisfy your cravings.

I know you’re all cringing at the fact
that Smoke’s is last on my list, but
trust me guys, they really aren’t that
great. Their gravy is way too thin and
their fries are, quite frankly, nothing
special. The one great thing that
Smoke’s does is offer a wide variety
of ways to reinvent poutine. I got the
pierogi poutine, which has actual
pierogis on top. I felt like they were
just trying to mask how bland their
plain poutine was. For the price you
pay, which is way too much in my
opinion, the oversized, unexciting
poutine Smoke’s has to offer just isn’t
worth it.

Fourth Place: Frites

Frites poutine was pretty delicious.
If you haven’t been there before, I
definitely suggest checking it out.
They use thick-cut Belgian fries with
a delicious salty seasoning. My only
complaint is that the seasoning with
the gravy was, you guessed it, overly
salty. Something I loved about their
poutine was that they layer cheese
curds throughout, so even when I got
to the bottom, there was still cheesy
goodness. My only suggestion to Frites would be to introduce a medium
size; as of now they only have a small
size or a huge size — something inbetween would have been ideal.

Third Place: Morty’s

If you’re planning on ordering a
poutine at Morty’s, I’d advise you not
to take on that challenge alone; their
poutine is the biggest one on this
list. You definitely get what you pay
for — I split it with someone else and
we didn’t end up finishing it between
the two of us.
The best thing about the poutine
at Morty’s is the gravy. It’s rich,
dark and full of flavour. The cheese
took a while to melt, but that may
have been that I was too impatient
and wanted to eat it immediately.
Overall, Morty’s poutine was pretty
satisfactory, it’s not a side or a snack
— it’s a meal on its own.

Second Place: Harvey’s

For those who know me, you probably know I hate chain restaurants.
That’s why it’s shocking that I’m giving Harvey’s second place, but their
poutine is phenomenal as far as fast
food goes. Firstly, it’s super cheap
and a really decent size. Secondly,
Harvey’s fries are delicious, and
they actually use real cheese curds
as opposed to cop-out shredded
cheese like some fast food joints use.
They also have a tasty gravy that isn’t
overly salty to top it all off.
All around, Harvey’s has an awesome poutine that you can actually

If you haven’t had Frat
Burger’s poutine, then stop
everything you’re doing
and go buy one now.

find right on campus.

First Place: Frat Burger

If you haven’t had Frat Burger’s
poutine, then stop everything you’re
doing and go buy one now. It is, in
my opinion, the best poutine in the
surrounding Laurier area.
I love Frat’s fries on their own —
they’re pretty thinly cut and crispy,
so adding gravy and cheese just
makes everything that much better.
If you get it to go, they pack it in little
cardboard boxes, like Smoke’s, only
you’re paying way less for a way better poutine.
They aren’t shy with their portions; the poutine itself is pretty big
and the amount of gravy you get is
nothing to complain about.
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A hierarchy of student employment
Stephanie Joseph
Staff Writer

took pictures and video and tweeted
play by plays, games and basketball
game recaps.
Osei was sponsored by three basketball leagues: Canada Basketball,
Jewel League of Ontario and Ontario
Basketball.
“I was basically like a walking
media outlet. I would just take that
and put it on a website that promoted athletics. For me, I was getting
that public recognition based on
what I was able to do. So, in turn, it
benefited me because I was able to
grow my own brand as a business, as
well as make money,” she said.

When I began searching for a job at
the beginning of the school year, the
first thing I did was make a list of services I wanted to work in, wouldn’t
mind working in and honestly felt I’d
have to be desperate to work in.
While job hunting, many of us
have created these lists of job hierarchy, assessing the pros and cons of
our job opportunities.
Although everyone has a different preference of where they’d like
to work based on their personal
interests and passions, the circumstances for finding a job are the most
important element.

Retail services

Education

Education is one of the best services
to work in; tutoring and coaching are
extremely beneficial and fulfilling.
Teaching another individual is
as beneficial to you as it is to them
because you can learn as well during
the process.
Almendra Mesones, fourth-year
political science major ranked education as her most preferred industry
to work in as a student.
Mesones said teaching allowed
her to “take all the knowledge I
learned from school and profess that
with other people.”
“People who do not have the same
knowledge as me — I can teach or
I could have a conversations with
someone who is on the same intellectual level as me— someone who
could bring new ideas to the table
that I didn’t think of before,” she
continued.
Johnny Duong, fifth-year mathematics with finance and accounting
major, also said he prefers the educa-

Joshua Awolade/Graphics Editor

tion industry.
“As a student, I think you should
be focusing on your education before
you get into the real world. Working
in education will help you get a job
later, especially when you are trying
to get a career in education. I think
it’s a really good experience, overall,”
he said.

Exercise and fitness

Vuk Lazareric, a third-year political
science major, ranked exercise and
fitness as the number one industry
he wanted to work in.
Lazareic currently works at
Athletic Locker and said he enjoys
fitness and values it highly.

“I like physical exercise. Fitness to
me is number one; I would love to
work at a gym, but not as a personal
trainer — that’s almost babysitting
people who’ve never worked out,”
he said.
Lee Anna Osei, fourth-year history
and English student, is passionate
about fitness and she deems the perfect job as “partly what your major
is and partly what you see yourself
doing.”
“For my graduate school I’ll be
looking to do occupational therapy.
Exercise and fitness is beneficial as
a job because for one, it should be
done every single day for personal
benefit and after high school you’re

not required to do any physical activity, so as a society we’re getting more
and more obese and encountering
more health problems,” she said.
”As a student trying to balance
school and possibly work, it’s tough
with your eating habits. Working in
an exercise and fitness environment
can impact your thinking.”

Public relations

Public relations is an industry in
which communication is key and
working and interacting with other
people is the main focus.
Osei felt her best job was when
she worked in public relations.
She went to basketball games,

Retail services, from what I’ve heard,
is a nightmare.
Third-year political science
student Jessica Bruccoleri worked at
Aeropostale when she was younger.
“I hated it. The managers that I
had were always really pushy and
so when I was working they would
always tell me to make sure to jump
on the customers as soon as they
walked into the store, and although
some people do appreciate you
coming up and talking to them, most
people want to be left alone.”
Mesones, who also worked at Jean
Machine, said retail services were
not for her.
“When you have to meet a budget,
it forms a tension between you and
your co-workers. You’re not a sales
team, so you’re always looking out
for yourself. It’s a very fake environment and you have to have fake
conversations with them in order
to get them to buy something,” said
Mesones.
The industries might be different,
but in the end students have strong
opinions about the places they work.
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Local businesses should do more to attract students
The Region of Waterloo is full of
many surprises, one of which is
the outstanding number of locally
owned businesses.
From St. Jacobs Farmers’ Market,
Central Fresh Market and Bauer
Kitchen, to Loop Clothing and Luster
& Oak, Waterloo is endowed with
a diverse array of locally owned
businesses that give it an aura of
opulence that can’t be had any other
way. The benefits of shopping local
are endless.
To begin with, it’s nice to know
where your food is coming from, and
shopping at any of the local shops
gives you that privilege. A brief stop
at the Farmers’ Market affirms this.
Secondly, there is an implicit environmental benefit from shopping
local, because goods often have to
travel much shorter distances to get
to their destination.
Thirdly, shopping local is also a
matter of principle and care for one’s
neighbours.
It would mean more to the community to spend at a local, familyowned restaurant or boutique, as
opposed to spending money at a
faceless, lifeless multinational retail
store.
But perhaps the most important
reason to shop locally is the creation
of wealth. Shopping local not only
enriches the city, but also means
that money is created and circulated
within.
With that said, our aim here isn’t
to advertise or patronize local busi-

nesses, but to analyze broadly the
extent to which residents of Waterloo
— students in particular — utilize
them.
While we may romanticize shopping local, the reality is that, with the
exception of a few establishments,
many of the businesses place astronomical prices on their goods and
services.
Students simply can’t afford these
rates. Moreover, there is a sense that
shopping locally is inconvenient and
takes too much time.
Many students would rather head
down to Walmart to get groceries as
opposed to taking a bus down to the
Farmers’ Market.
Perhaps the problem isn’t the
inconvenience of shopping local, but
the students’ feeling of detachment
from the community surrounding
their respective schools.
Why worry about generating
wealth locally when you are only going to be here for your undergraduate degree?
Needless to say, this trend of
apathy towards local businesses can
be reversed, but the local businesses
themselves — not the students —
have the biggest role to play. They
must advertise better in order to take
their businesses away from wherever
they may be onto students’ doorsteps.
Students, when made aware of
the array of options they have, will
certainly utilize the many local businesses in the area.

Textbooks are not as useful as they are expensive
Many things have been said about
the unfair nature of a university
education, and many more will be
said after this.
Some believe the cost of tuition
alone is unreasonable; others believe
even if the cost is reasonable, the
quality of education is hardly justifiable.
Although these injustices are
pervasive in several aspects of a
university education, our focus today
is on one in particular: the cost of
textbooks.
The verdict is a simple one: textbooks often aren’t as useful as they
are expensive.
Students are required to buy several textbooks every semester, often
spending between $400 and $1,000.
In many cases these textbooks end
up lying underneath students’ beds
for the entire semester, only to be
resurrected when the time comes to
re-sell them at a ridiculously deflated
rate. But why is it often the case that
textbooks seem useless?
On one hand, professors sometimes assign textbooks that are
associated with their course in name,
but not in content.
On another hand, in the situations
where textbooks are very well related
to the course, the lectures are a sim-

ple regurgitation of the information
in the textbooks, such that someone
who has not purchased the textbook
would still be able to get a very good
grade in the course.
Why, then, do students continue
to purchase these textbooks, when
they are fully aware of the fact that
they are often useless?
For some students, especially
those in business, economics and the
sciences, there is very little choice.
Because a part of a student’s final
grade depends on an online component that can only be accessed
through an access code that comes
with the textbooks, students have an
obligation to purchase the textbooks,
lest they forfeit a portion of their final
grade.
To remedy this situation, we
suggest the university provides
more options for students to share
textbooks, perhaps by way of creating a common space in the library
or elsewhere, where more than one
copy of the required texts are available upon request to students who
wish to study.
With that said, the issue here isn’t
simply the astronomical price of textbooks, but in the fact that the value
of purchasing them is decreasing as
the price is rising.
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NFL’s overtime needs to
be reevaluated yet again
JOSH PETERS
SPORTS EDITOR

Imagine a sport where your team has
tied the score with only seconds on
the clock, forcing overtime, only to
have their prospects of a win significantly dashed by the harsh probability of a two-sided coin.
This was the nature of the National
Football League a couple years ago,
before the league decided to review
its overtime policy.
The staggering part of the situation is that the new and improved
rules — while not only confusing and
convoluted — pose exactly the same
problem, just slightly less severe.
Before last year, when a game
went into overtime there would be
a coin toss. Whoever won the coin
toss would elect whether or not they
wanted to receive or kick the ball.
They would undoubtedly choose
to receive. They would then have the
opportunity to march down the gridiron and score either by field goal or
touchdown. If either happened, the
game would be over.
Now with the new rules, there is
still a coin toss and the winner still
elects to receive or kick. But now
merely scoring a field goal does not
constitute an automatic win and
gives the other team a shot on offense.
However, if you manage to score
a touchdown on your first drive, the
game is over. In addition, after 15

Now with the new rules,
there is still a coin toss and
the winner still elects to
receive a kick.

minutes the game is considered a tie
if no winner emerges.
On Sept. 21 the Denver Broncos
took on the Seattle Seahawks in a
rematch of last year’s Super Bowl.
Despite trailing the entire game, the
Broncos’ Peyton Manning led his
team back with 20 seconds on the
clock to force overtime; and then he
watched. The Seahawks won the coin
toss, marched down the field and
scored a touchdown on their first
drive. It effectively ended the game
and put a very anti-climactic end to
Manning’s day, as he did not touch
the ball in the overtime frame.
This sudden death, chance-driven
system ends games that have no
business ending. It leaves viewers
almost dumbfounded that it could
be over that quickly.
Nonetheless, it is better than the
old system, where a team might only
have to travel 10 or 20 yards, kick a
field goal and emerge victorious.
The new system creates this massive disconnect between how strong
of a play field goals and touchdowns
are. One constitutes giving the other
team a shot at the win, while the
other is enough to end the contest

right there.
In overtime, I guess the NFL treats
a touchdown like a knockout punch
to the head, from which there is just
no getting up, while a field goal is
merely considered a jab.
Of course a team should get the
chance to continue fighting.
This continues to make the NFL
the only sport where there is a
chance that a team’s offence has little
to no opportunity of making any
impact on the game in overtime.
Some argue that football is unique
because offence and defence are
completely separate, and because of
this you can’t compare its overtime
rules to other popular North American sports.
However, America has another
significantly popular pastime played
on a diamond that splits offence and
defence up, and they haven’t seemed
to find a problem finding a way for
both teams to get a shot.
To put things in perspective, this
is like a baseball team scoring in the
top half of the 10th inning and winning, without the other team getting
a chance to bat.
The rules of overtime are interesting, to say the least. However, the
arbitrary nature of the coin toss is
perhaps the most frustrating part of
the entire saga.
If the NFL were to say that the
home team gets the ball first in
overtime, it might add a bit more
stability.
After analyzing the overtime dilemma, the logical conclusion would
be to ask the NFL to review their
overtime rules. Unfortunately, they
already have, and this is what they
have come up with.
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On wishing a
‘Happy Birthday’
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Putin to annex Scotland
MOYOSORE AREWA
OPINION EDITOR

joshua awolade/graphics editor

Avrielle brown
opinion columnist

Is it necessary to say “Happy Birthday” to an ex if you no longer keep in
contact with them?
If you have experienced a breakup
chances are this question has
come up, whether it was serious
enough for you to voice it to a friend
or whether it remained in your
thoughts.
I too have thought about the answer to this question and have asked
friends what they thought about it.
It may seem as though there is no
clear answer to this question due to
the fact that there is always a sense
of unpredictability when interacting
with one’s ex-partner.
Chances are if the relationship
ended badly, many would say no,
and if it ended in a good way then
they’ll answer, “Why not?” I am
definitely no expert on the subject,
but because I have gained some
experience trying both ends of the
spectrum, I have drawn a conclusion
on the issue.
It most definitely is not necessary
to say “Happy Birthday” to an ex if
you no longer speak.
Being an ex, you neither have a
responsibility to acknowledge nor
celebrate the birthday of a previous
partner.
Sending them your best wishes on
their birthday will not dramatically
alter your life.
I know many of you are thinking,
“It depends on the situation, did
things end badly? How long did the
relationship last? Are they both in
new relationships?”
I have taken all these questions
into consideration and I still hold to
my answer.
Mind you, my conclusion was
drawn strictly on the basis that you
and this individual no longer speak
to one another, meaning there is no
friendship involved at all.
I believe firmly that when doors
shut in our faces it is for our betterment, even if it feels incredibly
painful at the time.

In an unsurprising turn of events
and in light of the result of Scotland’s
independence referendum, Russia’s president Vladimir Putin has
decided, at the behest of the Scottish
National Party, to annex Scotland
from the United Kingdom.
Putin’s decision to do to Scotland
what he did to Crimea was made
known at a press conference in the
courtyard of his humongous Black
Sea mansion.
He stated that in the weeks prior
to the referendum, a 500-page document authored by a troika of Russian
nationals, Scottish nationals and

“experts” was released, detailing
within it the extent of the previously
unknown cultural ties between Russia and Scotland.
The central message from the
document was one that vehemently
stressed the necessity of giving —
or allowing — Scots their right to
external self-determination, which
in this case is supposedly manifested
by way of joining the Russian Federation.
Putin reaffirmed this message by
stating, “The people of Scotland, like
the people of Crimea, ought to be
allowed to join our federation. While
I am aware that much of the Western
world, especially the U.K., would be
distraught by my seemingly erratic
behaviour, this decision is going
to be for the best. Long live Russia.
Long live Scotland. And long live my
delusions of grandeur.”
In response to claims from
sceptical Scots that joining the Rus-

sian Federation is a pointless step
towards creating an independent
Scottish state, Putin stated, “Once
Scotland is part of the federation, it
would be given the option to then
become an independent nation.”
He also cited as proof of this commitment Russia’s “sympathetic”
response to separatist movements
within its border, especially with
Chechnya and Dagestan.
Meanwhile, several Scots have
taken to the streets of Edinburgh to
express their excitement with Putin’s
announcement. Patches O’Houlihan,
a Scot from Auchtermuchty, was
particularly excited because in his
words, “It is nice to think that in the
near future, we could be a part of a
nation filled with people who will
actually takes us seriously, unlike the
bloody English.”
It will be interesting to see how
the U.K.’s aloof Prime Minister David
Cameron responds to this news.

It most definitely is not
necessary to say “Happy
Birthday” to an ex if you no
longer speak.

Breakups can be terrible, but
they definitely happen for a reason.
Sometimes saying something as
simple as “Happy Birthday” to a person can reopen a wound, especially
if they still care deeply about you.
Although this gesture is a simple
one, I am sure we can all agree that
sometimes saying something simple
to an ex can be completely blown out
of proportion.
It could result in weeks of both
parties lying in bed wondering why
it was said. Happy Birthday could
mean “I love you” or, “Let’s try
again.”
I understand this individual could
have meant so much to you at a
particular point in your life that it
doesn’t feel right to let their special
day pass by without so much as a
nod in their direction.
But allowing yourself to disassociate birthdays, anniversaries and
even holidays with a relationship you
once had is all part of breaking up.
It is always best to just leave things
be especially if you have both made
the decision to move forward with
your lives.
The aim of this article isn’t to
ridicule those who still think it’s okay
to speak to an ex.
There are people out there who
have really good friendships with
their ex-partners, so it can be expected that they would send their
wishes on those special days.
And for the hopeless romantics:
sometimes when breakups occur,
there is a possibility that months or
years down the road, those individuals could reconnect, get back
together and live happily ever after.
But until then, tone down on the
“Happy Birthdays.” Focus on yourself
and improving your life. The other
party will live without the gesture.

A friendly reminder ...

Parking your vehicle on the front lawn or widening
your driveway illegally are offences in the City of
Waterloo. Please be a good neighbour by parking
correctly. The fine for parking illegally is $75.
If you have family or friends staying overnight and you require
on-street parking, register the vehicle to avoid getting a ticket.
Each vehicle is allowed up to 15 exemptions per year.
Register online by 1:30 a.m. at waterloo.ca/parking
Contact us at 519.747.8559 or
municipalenforcement@waterloo.ca
Make the most of your time here in Waterloo, visit
waterloo.ca/students

waterloo.ca/bylaw | 519.747.8785
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Choosing the right program in university
Anastasiya Smotrikova
opinion columnist

It is both a blessing and a curse to
have been born in the 21st century.
We have the full freedom of choice
when it comes to our careers, yet
most of us lack the courage to choose
based upon our ambitions.
Instead our choices are created
from desire for money and stable
employment.
Choosing a major in university
allows us to create a career and find
a job, which will probably have to be
put up with for several decades.
That’s quite a long time, so why
not settle on a major that you will
truly adore and benefit from? There
are many factors that come into play
when choosing a major.
First of all, what your parents want
you to do for a living, which I’m sure
is a point that many of us can relate
to. Secondly, what you are really passionate about?
In my first year of university, I
was majoring in economics. It was
a program my parents urged me to
consider strongly due to the attractiveness of the business world and
the good pay they assumed came
along with it.
Since I didn’t mind topics such
as accounting, math and business, I

The significance of saying all this is to encourage
students to find what they
are truly passionate about
and pursue it.

agreed to accept my offer to the economics program at Wilfrid Laurier
University.
However, after a few weeks in the
program I noticed I wasn’t doing
well. I had no motivation to study
and I wasn’t excited to learn when I
attended my lectures. As time went
on my grades dropped and I stopped
going to class altogether.
I knew if I didn’t make a change
I would be doomed with a future
career that I couldn’t care less about.
Knowing I wanted to pursue a different career path, I began searching
for different programs and opportunities around town and at Laurier.
As I was looking through the various internship opportunities and
courses on the Laurier website, I
stumbled upon English — a subject
that I always enjoyed in high school.
This led me to consider future
careers in writing and journalism, at
which point I decided to make the
switch.
The significance of saying all this

joshua awolade/graphics editor

is to encourage students to find what
they are truly passionate about and
pursue it.
If extraordinary people such
as Steve Jobs, Oprah Winfrey and
Mark Zuckerberg never pursued
their dreams but instead ended up
working a simple nine to five office
job, we wouldn’t be able to celebrate
some of the most influential people
of our time, and we wouldn’t have
the privilege of experiencing their
greatest creations.

In order to succeed and become
the person you have always aspired
to be you should explore all the opportunities Laurier has to offer. Join
clubs or volunteer at events that will
help you find what excites you.
Ask your family members and
friends about what they think would
most benefit you as a person in the
working world. Follow your ambitions and the rest will come into
place.
Ask yourself these questions. Do I

like my courses? Do I enjoy learning
about this? Is this what I want to do
for the rest of my life? If the answer
to any of these is “no” then you must
consider switching majors.
If you are thinking of changing
your major — do it now. The sooner
you make a decision, the faster you
can start pursuing your dream career. Life is too short to be anything
but happy, so choose a major that
you can genuinely be proud of for
years to come.
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Poor voter turnout is a non-issue
spencer gibara
opinion columnist

Voter turnout is shockingly low in
Canada. In the last federal election
in 2011, only 61.1 per cent of the
eligible voter population cast their
ballot. Provincially it was even lower,
with less than half the population
participating — 49.2 per cent — in
Ontario.
Democracy Watch has called this
a crisis and several politicians and
political analysts have been incredibly outspoken with their desire to
see voter turnout increase greatly.
On a personal level, I’ve had many
teachers tell students to get out and
vote and even some of my Facebook
friends have pushed others to get
their voice heard. To combat the
trend of decreased turnout, every

now and again the topic of mandatory voting springs up.
Yet every time I hear someone
stressing about the number of active voters, I ask myself the same
question, “Why does it matter?” It’s
a question that’s yet to be answered.
I am a strong believer in the clichéd
saying that democracy is flawed, but
there is no better alternative.
And because of my commitment
to that saying, I’m hard-pressed to
get annoyed at low turnout.
Democracy is a system where
the vote of the most ignorant and
uninterested person means as much
as a genius’.
Even worse is the fact that racists,
misogynists, homophobes and even
incarcerated criminals have the
same voting rights as the average
Canadian.
That said, the question shouldn’t
be, “How do we get everyone to
vote?” It should be, “How do we
keep our democracy open, free and
effective?”
The numbers tell an interesting

story. When looking at the voting
block with the smallest turnout, it’s
the youth.
And when studied, the youth are
also the most uninformed on the issues. So really, what’s the problem?
What good does it serve a country
to actively spend money promoting
younger and uninformed voters to
cast their ballot?
To make matters worse, a normal
population pyramid would have the
youth greatly outnumbering the rest.
Explicitly trying to generate voting
in one huge, relatively uninformed
segment of the population is not a
noble deed, but a recipe for disaster.
Another scary tactic being pushed
is the idea of online voting. Again,
this is a way of trying to get the unmotivated youth to vote.
What I love about our current
system is that if you want to vote,
you have to leave your house and
get yourself to a voting booth. That
shows at least some minor political
commitment and serves as a mental
barrier against the less-enthused

Canadians.
At first I thought I was the only one
who realized pushing young voters
wasn’t the best idea, until I realized
it’s not about “strengthening our
democracy” at all.
It was about strengthening the
base of left-wing political parties.
Apart from being less informed,
younger voters often tend to lean
towards the left wing.
So when I hear Liberal or NDP
supporters calling on university students to vote, I don’t see it as a righteous act, I see a partisan ploy. It’s a
calculated stunt to gather support.
Low voter turnout is not a crisis. In
fact, if you realize you don’t know as
much as you should on election day,
choosing not to vote is ironically the
more patriotic move.
As a free Canadian you have the
right not to vote. You have the right
not to care.
The ideal situation is one in which
every Canadian cares passionately
about what happens in Canadian
politics and spends much more time

and effort discussing, reviewing and
arguing political ideas. But that’s far
from reality.
Many Canadians are just too busy
going to school or taking care of their
families to engage in the political
discourse — that’s normal.
Our electoral system needs to
remain open for everyone of age
to voice their opinion, but no one
should be pushed by parents, teachers, bosses, friends or the government to make a choice based on little
or no information.
So enough with pumping millions of dollars into advertisements
designed to get younger voters out,
but then pushing them aside for four
years until the next election rolls
around.
Online voting helps only hackers and unmotivated citizens, while
mandatory voting actually infringes
on our freedom not to vote.
Our democracy isn’t perfect, but
it’s not falling apart either. Voter
turnout isn’t an issue, so let’s stop
making it one.

Re-visiting the case of racial prejudice
Abdiasis ISsa
opinion columnist

It has been a little over one month
since the shooting of 18-year-old
Michael Brown by Ferguson police
officer Darren Wilson.
The shooting has since signified growing distrust, anger and
frustration with the American justice
system, particularly in how it treats
young African-American men.
It is just another chapter in the

long narrative of race relations in the
United States, and those who deny
that Ferguson and Michael Brown
are race-related are deeply confused.
There has been a dangerously
subtle trend in the U.S. where young
African-American men are unfairly targeted, arrested and killed by
police officers. More concerning is
many of the victims are young men;
Michael Brown, for example, was
supposed to start college this fall.
African-Americans have long been
angry, frustrated and disturbed by
these trends and Michael Brown has
been the spark that ignited the mass
protests in Ferguson and across the
U.S.
The turn to collective civil disobe-

dience and resistance in Ferguson
should be a strong indicator to local
and federal officials that changes
need to be made and justice needs to
be served.
It is high time lawmakers rewrote
the laws to include banning police
officers from excessive use of force,
like the choke hold that killed
43-year-old Eric Garner.
Police officers across the U.S.
should be required to take lethal
force training; one that also includes
cultural-sensitivity training that will
educate officers on the cultural differences of ethnic groups.
This will essentially help equip
police officers in providing better policing to the communities they serve.

Furthermore, forward-facing cameras should be worn and mandated
for each and every police officer that
is on the streets in the U.S.
These cameras will not only ensure accountability and transparency, but also serve to ease the public
of concerns of police misconduct
and transgression by holding these
officers to account.
Although these simple changes
cannot guarantee that young black
men will not be killed, it will nonetheless show the public that the
police and other officials are working
towards solving the problem.
It will guarantee the beginning
of better police and community
relations. How many more Michael

Browns have to die before the status
quo changes in the U.S.?
How many more grieving mothers
and distraught families are needed
before lawmakers finally decide that
some radical changes must be made
in the criminal justice system?
How many more Fergusons need
to be enflamed with anger until
pundits understand that this is more
than just race?
It is time that lawmakers, law
enforcers and pundits alike began to
really understand and hear the calls
for justice and due process from the
African-American community.
Until then, towns across the U.S.
will always be one police shooting
away from mass chaos and disorder.
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Men’s soccer drops two straight
The team fell to the top two in the OUA West this weekend, York Lions and McMaster Marauders
Kobi Lee
cord sports

The Wilfrid Laurier University Men’s
soccer team was in tough against the
top two teams in the Ontario University Athletics West division this past
weekend, and fell to 3-4-2.
On Sept. 21, the club fell to the
York Lions 3-0. The loss followed a
defeat at the hands of the secondplace McMaster Marauders on Saturday afternoon by a score of 2-0.
In the latter of the two games, the
Hawks played the Lions hard in the
first 15 minutes, keeping the ball
deep in their territory. However, the
Lions scored a goal at the 20-minute
mark, which forced Laurier to have
to battle back the rest of the game.
The second half did not improve
as York scored two goals to head out
of Waterloo with the win.
According to head coach Mario
Halapir, the team did not play their
best, but losing to top-ranked York is
nothing to be ashamed of.
“They are a good team. I can’t take
anything away from them and I think
it was well deserved. I wouldn’t say
we were great but I wouldn’t say we
were poor … they are a quality soccer
team,” he said.
Despite the loss, Halapir found
some bright spots on the day, specifically goalie Julien John.
“I was happy for Julien in goal. He
actually stepped up this weekend,”
he said. “He’s been a lot more confident and I would not blame him by
any means for any of the goals that
were scored.”
John believes the team has the po-
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Men’s soccer took on the York Lions and the McMaster Marauders over the weekend, and lost both games by final scores of 2-0 and 3-0 respectively.

tential to be great, but needs to find
the competitive fire to get there.
“I think we have the ability to play
and I think realizing that we actually
have that ability is something that
can improve,” he said. “I wouldn’t
say that the attitude of the team is
negative. It’s very positive and the
guys are hungry to play.”

Hockey

In addition to John, Halapir also
pointed out the strong play of Justin
Manning and Blake Whiteley. Manning normally plays midfield, but
played defense due to some injuries
on the squad. Halapir also said that
as long as the team is giving all they
have on the field, he is not worried
about their record.

“As long as we do that, results will
take care of themselves and whatever
happens, happens. You can’t control
it,” he said.
He was happy with the corrections that were made throughout the
game, and is looking forward to their
rematch against York in Toronto next
week.

Halapir is looking on the bright
side going into the game, although
he knows York will continue to be
one of the toughest opponents to
face.
“We fixed a few things us tactically. From every game you have to
take the positive not just the negatives,” he said.

Women’s hockey ready
to be back atop the OUA
Drew Yates
Staff Writer
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Women’s hockey is looking to improve on their performance at nationals.

The Wilfrid Laurier University
women’s hockey team is coming into
next season with a renewed energy.
After coming off the summer
with a disappointing finish at the
Canadian Interuniversity Sport
championships, the Hawks enter
another season of high expectations
and are warming up for another run
to recapture the Ontario University
Athletics gold medal.
There are three new rookies coming to the team this year.
After watching them play during training camp and seeing the
growth of the team’s eight secondyear players over the summer, head
coach Rick Osborne is positive that
the young team will be a force to be
reckoned with this year.
“I can certainly mention Catie
Thomson did a hell of a job over the
summer getting herself in a position
to battle for a top-four spot on the
[defence]. Her speed’s increased, her
strength’s increased, and [I’m] really
happy to see how she came to camp,”
he said.
“The other rookies, [Dollee] Meigs
and [Heather] Platt … they all got
stronger.”
According to Osborne, when the
team came in with eight rookies last
season, they were counted out of the
championship due to their youth.

“When you get that [championship] for the team,
words don’t really describe
how you feel.”

-Laura Brooker, captain

However, the Hawks were able to
capture the title in 2013-14.
For captain Laura Brooker, winning the championship last year was
crucial.
“It always means so much, especially with players that are leaving
like [Devon] Skeats and [Candice]
Styles,” she said.
“When you get that for them
and for the team, words don’t really
describe how you feel.”
Recently, Osborne was given a
five-year extension onto his contract,
securing him with the Hawks until
the 2018-19 season.
He has been the manager of hockey operations and the head coach for
the team for 11 seasons, winning the
OUA championship nine times.
He believed signing the extension
was the right thing to do.
“In the recruiting cycle I needed to
make a decision. The players that are

coming in next year-the players that I
brought in last year are expecting me
to be around a little more in the year.
I take it year by year to see how I’m
feeling,” he said.
“I was just enjoying the kids, the
high character kids – it’s just so much
fun to be around them. They work so
hard, it just didn’t seem right to pack
it in. I felt like I’ve got a couple more
runs left in me.”
The team kicked off their nonconference play against the Waterloo
Warriors on Sept. 18.
They won the thrilling game in
overtime with a goal by forward
Robyn Degagne in the final 11 seconds of the period.
After taking the lead in the second
and bringing the score up to 4-1, the
Warriors battled back and capitalized
on two penalties to tie it up before
the buzzer went in the third period.
Degagne manged to score before the
game went into the shootout for the
win.
This year, the Hawks are looking to
go for another berth at nationals.
They are going to be looking for
a repeat performance from their
goaltender Amanda Smith, as well as
hope the rest of the team can step up
and rise to the occasion.
The team is ready to open up their
quest for another OUA title on Oct. 2
as they will be taking on the Nipissing University Lakers at the Waterloo
Recreation Complex at 7:30 p.m.
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Brown has the ‘right mentality’
The women’s soccer striker is just one goal away from a total of 60 in her four years at Laurier
ShelBy Blackley
campus News Editor

For four seasons, Emily Brown has
been a force on the soccer field.
The Wilfrid Laurier University
women’s soccer striker attributes her
consistent success to her experience
with the program, and now she finds
herself just a goal away from 60 in
her four-year tenure.
Despite the accomplishment
being on the horizon, it’s still in the
back of her mind.
“If that was in the forefront, then
[the goals] wouldn’t be happening,” Brown said. “Having the right
mentality for that is key and being
calm throughout the process, it just
comes with it.”
Nine games into the 2014 Ontario University Athletics campaign,
Brown is finding herself in a familiar
place atop both the province and the
country with 17 goals — one away
from her tally last season.
She potted 18 a year ago, which set
a new team record for most goals in
the season and shattered her 15-goal
record from the season previous.
In her rookie year, Brown found
the back of the net eight times,
earning OUA West rookie of the year
honours. Sitting at 59 goals with
seven games left and the potential to
crack 60 in four years, Brown’s head
is somewhere else.
“It’s a great accomplishment, it’s a
cool thing to say, but at the end, it’s
just a number,” she said.
“What I’m really looking forward

“It’s a great accomplishment, it’s a cool thing to
say, but at the end, it’s just
a number.”

-Emily Brown, forward
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to is the OUA title, the national
championship — that’s the big goal
in all of this.”
The fourth-year business student
has been a frequent attendee of the
OUA championship, finding herself
in the final with the Hawks for her
first three years.
She also attended all three Canadian Interuniversity Sport national
championships, receiving a first
team all-Canadian nod twice.

But it wasn’t until last year that
Brown felt the red ribbon with the
gold medal around her neck.
“Every year I’ve been here, we’ve
made it to the OUA championship
and last year we were able to pull
it off and it was an unbelievable
feeling. So to end that way again this
year would be incredible.”
This year, other members of the
Hawks join the dominant striker on
the score sheet.

Newcomers Maxine Murchie and
Nicole Lyon have scored 10 and nine
goals respectively, adding depth to
Laurier’s offence.
Last season, the next closest Hawk
to Brown’s tally was Katie Bishop
with three goals.
“We have players across the board
that can score and we’re so much
more of a threat now to other teams
and they can’t control us,” Brown
said. “That’s why we’re winning 5-0,

4-0 and we’re burying these teams
because we have the talent to do
that.”
Brown’s unsure whether she’ll
come back for a fifth-year, but
stressed that she wants to focus as
much attention as possible on right
now on the goals at hand.
The Hawks sit third in the OUA
West, behind the York Lions and
the Western Mustangs, with Laurier
playing York this weekend.
“It’s just about focusing on the
steps toward the big goals ... but it’s
important not to get too far ahead of
ourselves and lose focus right now
because this is what we need to do to
get there.”
While the 60-goal milestone could
be a nice touch to add to her resume
and the OUA championship is a tangible goal, Brown is thinking about a
bigger ending to her Laurier tenure.
“I think we need to look further even to nationals and get that
championship — that would be the
ultimate goal and the best way to end
my career here.”

Remaining
Football Games

vs. Carleton Ravens
Date: Sept. 27

vs. York Lions
Date: Oct. 4

Waterloo’s street-parking
regulations … avoid a ticket.
Did you know…you can park overnight on city streets and in some municipal parking
lots, between 2:30 a.m. and 6 a.m., if you register your vehicle.

@ Western Mustangs
Date: Oct. 9

If you have family or friends staying overnight, or if you plan to enjoy the vibrant
nightlife in our uptown core, be sure to register the vehicle to avoid getting a ticket.
How to register your vehicle
Each vehicle is allowed up to 15 exemptions a year.
Register online by 1:30 a.m. at
www.waterloo.ca/parking
or call 519.747.8559

@ McMaster Marauders
Date: Oct. 18

Paying a parking ticket
• Online www.waterloo.ca/parkingtickets
• In person at Waterloo City Centre
• By mail to: Waterloo City Centre,
100 Regina St. S., PO Box 337 Stn
Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4A8

Scan to register from
your phone!

Make the most of your time here in Waterloo.
Visit www.waterloo.ca/students
vs. Guelph Gryphons
Date: Oct. 25
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soccer

Strong performances on home turf

Kha vo/Lead Photographer

Women’s soccer beat the McMaster Marauders 5-0 on Saturday, but were unable to surge past the York Lions the next day with the game ending in a 0-0 draw, moving them to a 7-1-1 record.
Drew Yates
Staff Writer

Last weekend, the Wilfrid Laurier
University women’s soccer team
faced their biggest challenge of the
season.
Squaring off against the York Lions
on Sept. 21, the Hawks played a
very tight defensive game versus the
number one team in Ontario University Athletics.
In what was anticipated to be a
strong match between two high calibre teams, both teams were unable
to score a goal, leaving the score at a
0-0 draw.
They played the McMaster Ma-

rauders the day before and won the
game 5-0.
After playing five games in a short
span of nine days, the Hawks knew
they had to give it their all if they
wanted to come out with a win.
The Hawks rose to the challenge
and gave York a game that will clearly
be remembered in the minds of the
coaches, players and spectators.
The game was filled with strong
goaltending, passing and many
scoring opportunities. Although both
teams put a strong effort, the game
remained scoreless.
“It was a very good tactical game,”
said head coach Barry McLean said
after the game, regarding the play of

both teams.
The Hawks proved that playing against top teams in the OUA
division makes it difficult to create
scoring opportunities.
Some of the game’s best chances
came from passes towards the net by
midfielders Jessica Craig and Maxine
Murchie, where forwards Emily
Brown and Nicole Lyons were waiting to try and finish it.
One of the biggest chances the
Hawks had was a header by Brown
that just went wide over the net.
“In a game like this you need to
be able to create those chances and
finish them,” McLean said.
McLean thought that although

the Hawks created enough chances
to score goals, the Lions defended
well and denied all opportunities,
which was an area of strength for
both teams.
Goalkeeper Maggie Carmichael
made a total of eight saves during the
game, in what was her busiest game
this season. She said she was pleased
with the effort the team put forth in
front of her goal.
“We worked together as a team really well, and everyone played their
part that they needed to play which
led to a really good performance
from us,” she said.
“It’s really important that we work
together.”

The Hawks are set for a rematch
against the York Lions on Sept. 28.
They are determined to turn that tally
into a win the next time they play.
Carmichael touched on what the
team is going to have to do in order
to make that happen.
“We’re going to put in a good week
of technical work and tactical work
and hopefully come up with some
new plans and get more scoring
opportunities and hopefully put it all
together for a win,” Carmichael said.
“We just got to be patient,”
McLean said. “We just got to keep
playing our game. “
The game starts at 1 p.m. at York
Stadium.

profile

Wilson strives to make a difference
Mitchell Consky
staff writer

The FIFA World Cup is an international phenomenon that is watched
and loved by billions across the
planet.
However, something that many do
not know is there is hidden tragedy
lurking behind the spotlight.
Dorian Wilson, offensive lineman
for the Wilfrid Laurier University
football team, is a third-year communications student who felt the
need to take action.
He and his business partner and
friend, 19-year-old Ben Polk, teamed
together this past summer, to form
a clothing company called Revival
Apparel.
A third of all proceeds go directly
to charities in Brazil aimed to repair
the damages from this summer’s
World Cup.
FIFA is the organization responsible for what many would consider
a social injustice.
In preparation for the 2014 World
Cup in Brazil, thousands of people
had their homes destroyed without
compensation.
Militarized riot police forced
locals to evacuate residents in order
to make room for the construction of
stadiums and parking lots in favour
of the World Cup.
“We wanted to make a difference
by spreading awareness about the
cause,” said Wilson. “But we also
wanted to generate some funds
which can be used to help in a more
direct way.”
Dorian was first inspired back
in February of this year, during the
rising fame of Nek-Nominations —
where people were nominated to
drink large amounts of alcohol, do
something crazy, film it and post it
on Facebook.
Dorian and Polk decided to
change things up and instead post a

“It got me thinking ‘if one
were to help, what would
be done?’”

-Dorian Wison, offensive lineman
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Dorian Wilson, of he men’s football team, and has made a clothing line with the soul purpose of situation in Brazil.

video featuring a good deed.
The post was a success with
over 8,000 views. It was also a great
motivation for Wilson and Polk to
take the next step towards making a
difference.
Revival Apparel is a social entrepreneurship company, aimed to
fight against the injustice in Brazil
through the extension of Canadian
manufactured clothing.
Wilson explained what influenced
the involvement in his cause.
“There were a few videos circulating about the damages in Brazil
because of the World Cup,” he said.
“We watched them and wondered
how this is allowed to keep going on.

There were tons of people commenting on the videos and a lot of them
were people saying, ‘Well I wish I
could help but I don’t know how, so
I’m just going to share this video instead.’ It got me thinking: If one were
to help, what would be done?”
Dorian went on to explain that it
would be beneficial to raise awareness and also raise money.
“I thought about a business
method that could be used as a tool
to help these people. And it ultimately fell in line with a social entrepreneurship. A clothing company
ultimately came out of it,” he said.
Polk discussed what he felt when
he first heard about the problems in

Brazil.
“I thought the World Cup was
going to be seen in a more negative
light. I hoped people would not only
see the positives but also start seeing
some negatives — which we didn’t
see. We decided to do something
about it,” he said.
FIFA built six new stadiums in Brazil for the 2014 World Cup.
Many of them are now completely
empty and unused — and they were
built in the first place at the cost of
many locals’ homes.
Few news agencies broadcasted
the peaceful protests many Brazilians took part in to save their homes.
“When we were researching and

actually finding out about the cold
hard facts about what was going on
in Brazil, we couldn’t find a single
major news agency that has actually
reported on this,” said Polk.
“It took a lot to actually figure out
what was going on.
“Part of the problem comes down
to the fact that FIFA has a global control on worldwide soccer competition,” said Wilson.
“When you play any soccer video
games, it’s FIFA. They control the
game. And people love their soccer
... in other words, the world’s love for
the sport blinded people from what
else is going on.”
The two continued to talk about
their plans for Revival Apparel in the
near future.
“Brands no longer only represent
status,” said Wilson.
“They are starting to represent
what you stand for. That’s what Revival is all about.”
“The one thing that was cool, being university students, is that we’re
able to have quality and low prices in
our product,” said Polk.
“It leads to people being more
inclined to purchasing our clothing,
which will ultimately help raise more
money and awareness.”
Revival Apparel hopes to deal with
more issues beyond Brazil, collecting
funds for more charities across the
world.

